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From Wounded Knee Trial to 'Extra Hour'

Kunstler: Law Used More Now To Control Politically
by Stephen R. Bergerson

Attorney William Kunstler, in St.
Paul for the defense of the Wounded
Knee trial, spoke to about 250 William Mitchell students for nearly
two hours. Those who had expected
to hear him speak to the issues surrounding the Wounded Knee incident and trial were surprised, however, by the scarcity of remarks
which Kunstler made that directly
concerned the trial.
Students were also surprised by

Kunstler's candid opening remarks.
"I understand," he began, "that our
peerless Chief Justice Burger came
from this school, and that gives me
added incentive to come out here. I
also understand that Mr. Justice
Blackmun is a trustee of your
school, which kind of makes you an
unusual law school, to say the
least."
His next remark drew the applause of some, raised the eyebrows
of many, and got the attention of all.
" I look forward , I guess," he said,

"to their retirement from the U.S.
Supreme Court, because I don't
think they belong there."
Those who were hoping for an
elaboration on that got one. "Be
that as it may, they are there. They
can do an incredible amount of
damage and destruction, of course
- and they have," said Kunstler.
"They have winnowed away the
rights that came up from the Warren Court, and have been on a collision course, I believe, with the principles of expanding liberalism and

'I'm not saying
the criminal law
should not be
enforced, but
that it should be
enforced for the real
purpose of the law,
which to punish
and deter those
who commit crimes .
It should not be
used politically.'

Wisconsin Team Captures
Client Counseling Competition
The Law Student Division of the
American Bar Association sponsored an Eighth Circuit student
competition in client counseling at
William Mitchell on February 2.
The Eighth Circuit Regional
Competition will be followed by a
National Semi-Finals Competition
at Notre Dame University in South
Bend, Indiana. The winners of that
competition will go on to the National Finals. The regional team winners will receive a one hundred dollar prize and the national winners
will receive three hundred dollars.
This was the first time that the
competition has been held at Mitchell and the first time that Mitchell
has taken part in the competition.
This should be a regular event in
future years. Professor Roger Haydock, Alberta Dowling, Bob Varco
and Tom Thunhorst coordinated the
event.
William Mitchell students Larry
Meuwissen and David Lee were the
Minnesota entrants. Other entrants
were Sheryl Ramstead and Robert
Manley, from the University of
North Dakota, James Konsky and
Terry Wear, from the University of
Iowa, Jim Tanner and Robert Keeshan from Washburn University, and
David Walsh and Jim Natwick from
the University of Wisconsin.

The Client Counseling Competition owes its existence to Professor
Louis Brown of the University of
Southern California who developed
a legal teaching technique which
was originally called the Mock Law
Office Competition. (The name was
later changed to Client Counseling
Competition.) It began on an inter-

scholastic level in 1968 with two
schools competing. It has been held
each year since then. In 1973, 25
schools competed nationally.
The Client Counseling Competition stems from Professor Brown's
interest in clinical education and

expanding due process.'' He explained that he thought their essential purpose had been to "fulfill
their Master's expectations." In
reference to President Nixon, Kunstler said, "He called it strict constructionist. It means you construe
the Constitution as strictly as you
can, and in doing that, of course,
you have to destroy rights.''
Having dispensed with the preliminaries, Kunstler removed any
doubt as to what his message that
night would be. " The general public
believes," he said, " that the law has
advanced; that there are so many
protections that all the criminals
get away ; that defendants get a
break today that they never got in
the 1800s, and that the only thing to
do is bring back 'good old law and
order days ' . . . by restricting
rights even further . And yet it's the
farthest thing from the truth . The
law is used today, much more than
it was in the 1800s, to control politically."
Kunstler gave examples of why
he felt that defendants today are at
a distinct disadvantage when compared to the laws under which a
defendant was tried in the 1800s. He
explained that in 1800, a person was
never tried without a jury on a
criminal charge, " but today if the
sentence is less than six months,
there is no right to a jury trial. ' ' He
referred to his recent trial on a contempt charge in Chicago, and said
that he was denied a jury trial because the government reduced the
possible penalty to six months.
"Today, you have the opening to
the states of less than unanimous
jury verdicts in criminal cases - a
horrendous thing," he said. "It violates every traditional concept of
trial by jury. It makes the concept
of reasonable doubt and presumption of innocence virtually meaningless."
As further evidence of his point,
he pointed out that what was once

an essential function of an attorney
- the voire dire - has now nearly
vanished in both state and federal
courts, because the judge has discretion to do it himself, and usually
does. He also pointed out that in
1800, a defendant could never be
tried in any county except that in
which the crime arose.
"Today," he said, "the government can, over the defendant's
objection, remove the suit to another county." He said that by doing so
the government can gain a strategic
and unfair advantage because it
makes it more inconvenient and
expensive for a defendant who must
transport himself , his witnesses ,
attorneys and evidence. He referred
to his defense of H. Rap Brown, and
to the fact that the government had
removed the case from the Maryland county with the highest precentage of blacks, to the county which
had the lowest percentage of blacks,
and which was the home of the
Maryland Ku Klux Klan .
" The criminal law today de stroys, it enfeebles, inhibits, terrorizes, ' ' sa id Kunstler. " These
Wounded Knee Trials are a graphic
example of that - I think it must be
obvious to everyone that their real
reason is to destroy another upstart
dissident element in Ame r ican
life." He said they are being tried
" solely because they joined that
group of Catholic nuns and priests,
Yippies, Black Panthers, Vietnam
Veterans Against the War ,
Benjamin Spocks, and Angela Davises. I'm not saying the criminal
law should not be enforced, but that
it should be enforced for the real
purpose of the law, which is to punish and deter those who commit
crimes. It should not be used politically."
Kunstler then digressed for a
moment. "I guess," he pondered,
almost as if thinking aloud, "the
See 'Kunst/er', page nine

See 'Client', page twelve

Phi Alpha Delta Starts
Legal Research Service

Client Counseling team interviews 'client'.

William Mitchell' s Pierce Butler
Chapter of the national Phi Alpha
Delta law fraternit y (PAD) has
announced that a legal r esearch
organization ha s been formed at
William Mitchell.
The organization intends to fulfill
two needs. It provides an existing,
dependable research source which
attorneys may call upon for short or
long term projects at a reasonable
rate, and, on the other hand, allows
Mitchell students to gain research
experience in a real world environment. Only PAD members who
have completed the Legal Research
course are eligible to participate in
the program. Student Directors review and supervise all work.
The research organization oper-

ates out of an office in the Used
Book Store at Mitchell. Regular
hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each
weekday. A copying service is also
provided so that copies of cases,
statutes or other material can be
made in the school's law library and
delivered to attorneys on very short
notice when necessary.
Attorneys are encouraged to call
upon the PAD research group for
any research related services, or to
ask any questions about the service
that they may have.
The telephone number is 690-1787
during office hours. The group can
also be contacted by mail by writing
Phi Alpha Delta Fraternity, Legal
Research Committee, 2100 Summit
Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota, 55105.
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Ramshackle Registration: ASomber Spectacle

The Right To Life

There's an old Dutch proverb which as- the situation until the night classes began,
serts
that a handful of patience is worth more when, in some instances, as many as 20 of
Last fall, as a first year student at William Mitchell, I
than
a
bushel of brains.
them had to stand in the hallway and strain to
was somewhat surprised to read an editorial in the Opinion
I
suppose
that
there
are
those
who
would
hear
a professor. What they heard was the
criticizing H.F. 479. This resolution, of which I was the chief
dispute
the
order
of
priority
of
the
two
virprofessor
advising that if there were not
author in the House of Representatives, requested Congress
tues,
but
it
seems
unlikely
that
anyone
but
the
enough
voluntary
drop-outs, the class roll
to initiate a constitutional amendment to affirm and protect
most
cynical
would
doubt
that
it
is
an
advanwould
be
determined
by pulling names out of
the value of human life in this country. In the aftermath of the
tage
to
have
both.
It
seems
to
me
that
Wila
hat.
U.S. Supreme Court decision on abortion, H.F. 479 was apWhat ensued was the most chaotic reproved overwhelmingly by both Houses of the Minnesota Leg- liam Mitchell has been twice blessed in that
regard.
registration
that this school has ever witislature.
nessed.
Many
students, especially the seA constitution is too basic a document to tinker with for
niors,
had
insult
added to injury when they
light or transient reasons, and it should not be amended roudiscovered
that
they
had by then been pretinely, nor should everyone who loses a Supreme Court case
cluded
from
taking
their
second, and somestart at once a campaign to change The Constitution. But
times
third,
choice
of
an
"elective,"
because
since our Constitution is our most fundamental document, it
those
courses
had
since
become
filled.
We
By
is preeminently the place to guarantee our most fundamental
now
have
a
fairly
large
percentage
of
fourth
Stephen
rights - if the right to life is not accorded this safeguard, our
year students who are taking "elective''
other rights are perhaps not as safe as we might wish.
R.
courses in which they have absolutely no inAs a society, we have been increasingly resorting to vioBergerson
terest, simply so that they can fulfill their
lent and destructive "Solutions" to problems because of concredit
requirements for graduation. Some
venience.
students
were still uncertain of their schedule
I fear the implications of the 1973 Supreme Court ruling
three
weeks
into a 19 week semester.
that only "persons in the whole sense," are protected in their
enjoyment of life by the Constitution (Wade, P. 47).
The faculty and the student body, espeWe must not tolerate infringements on the most basic of
Fallible Foible
cially
the student body, have endured one
Much of this problem can, of course, be
all individual rights - the right to life. We cannot judge a living human a "non-person," because of his age, his race, his inconvenience or hardship after another with attributed to the lack of facilities with which
remarkable tolerance: makeshift offices for the school must do what it can. (The school
beliefs, or his dependency.
faculty,
a library which seats less than 15 per was built to accommodate 300 students. It
Try as we may, there is no escaping this fundamental
cent
of
the students, a situation which re- now has an enrollment in excess of 800 so that
consideration of life. Once you have defined human life in
quires
that
we rent fully 75 per cent of our necessary expansion of faculty and classes is
terms of its relative quality, or its stage of development, or
classrooms,
which themselves are often impossible.) Nevertheless, in this instance,
maturity or any other qualitative factor, we have crossed the
crowded,
from
another school across the the administration did less than what it could
threshold. To do so means that life is no longer sacred from
street,
virtually
no
space from which to con- have to avert what was certainly a foreseebeginning to end, or necessarily in between. To say otherwise
duct
a
growing
number
of significant student able result. Courses should have been at least
involves us in a process of what has been described to me as
government
activities,
and
so on and on.
reasonably restricted, and failing that, stu"Definitional Dehumanization." Two classic examples of this
Patience,
it
has
been
said, is the art of dents should have been warned that registracome to mind. One clear case is the case of the Black American. In the early days of this country the Black American was hoping.
tion was not reasonable assurance to particiBut even hope, without sustenance, will pation in particular courses. Failing that,
simply defined by the Supreme Court as property, so as to
enable the continuation of slavery. We simply defined him languish. And students have been given very some notice should have been given to stuaway from the rest of us and so succeeded in accomplishing little of that. Quite the contrary. The recent dents when it was discovered that a number
our purpose. Another prime example of the same is what oc- registration fiasco came as close as anything of courses were booked to more than twice
curred in Germany immediately prior to and during the Sec- has to illustrating that there may be a very their capacity, and that many others were
ond World War, where the Jewish nationality was simply de- fine line between patience and petulent pessi- filled or nearly filled.
fined out of the Super-Aryan race. This is what the Supreme mism.
The Dean has, to his credit, acknowlCourt decision does with fetal life.
edged that mistakes were made, and has inCosmic Chaos
The right to life is not a question of religious teaching. It
stituted action designed to prevent the situaIn several instances, more than 70 stu- tion from developing again. He has done so,
is not a question of feminist rights. It is not a question of private morality. It is fundamentally a human issue and to say dents, many of them second semester se- however, on the assumption that he will be
that it does not involve a public judgment is to say that ques- niors, were allowed to "register" for classes able to do only what he can with what he now
tions of life and death in whatever aspect, do not involve a that were restricted to under 30 students. has, in terms of physical facilities.
They justifiably relied on past practices at
public judgment.
At the moment, that is not a promising
The quality of civilization is the quality of its law. In a this school and assumed that if they were prospect to most students. The likelihood that
free society we try not to interfere in individual conduct be- unqualifiedly allowed to register for a course, there will be no change in the school's physiyond what is strictly necessary; but on the other hand the law they would be allowed to take it. Even though cal plant does little to salve their patience, to
the school knew, at least one full week before sustain their hope.
See 'LIFE', page eleven
~:}i:::;:::;*~:::~::::~~:::::::~~:::::;::t::;:;;;:::;:;:;:;;::;:;::~:::::::~:::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::;:;:::;:;:~;:;:;:::::::~::::::::;:;::~;:;:~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::~:;:::::;:~;;::::::;::::::~*:;;;;::~:::=:::::::~::::::::;::::::::~;7;:;:1~~~= second semester classes were to begin, that
No one has said it yet, but it is difficult
tf
WILLIAM MITCHELL OPINION
1( they had admitted more than twice as many to escape the feeling that the prevalent state
A Editor-in-Chief .................. Stephen R. Bergerson :) students to several courses than they knew of mind among the student body has been
\\l Editor .................................. Kay Silverman }~ could be permitted to take them, no attempt reduced to "Hope for the best, but prepare
Associate Edi tor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jeanne Schleh 1] was made to warn students of the inevitable for the worst." And that is regrettable. This
school all it stands for, and its students, faculli Associate Editor ............................. Greg Gaut f chaos.
Most
students
did
not
become
aware
of
ty and alumni deserve much more than that.
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by Joe Herbulock
in June, 1973 was held at the Martin minority students who attend the
[ Secretary ............................... Roberta Keller ']
Luther King Center in St. Paul, in- University, only about 1/ 4 of this
Today there are more blacks
by Tad Jude
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Mitchell Needs More Effective Minority Recruitment

studying law in America than there
:\;[ Staff: Mike Fahey, Rick Glanz, John Gries, Duane Galles, ~@ are
black attorneys practicing law.
\;
Gretchen Quattlebaum, Don Horton, Al Shaprio, Dale Ii William Mitchell has had no effec-

i
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Circul:~:~: ~ :TEMENT OF POLICY

i

Il ~~·:~::~w;;;,~1:z:::~r;:ffi~it~:?::~~; I
umni of current issues and affairs of law and the law school. In fur-

lt
I\\

therance of that purpose, the OPINION will present the views of
any student,'faculty member, alumni, or the administration.

The OPINION will endeavor to fully and thoughtfully consider all
material to determine its relevance and appropriateness before
,,,,, publication. Such consideration will be made with the assumption
1 that freedom of the press within the law school is no less a funda-
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tive policy of recruiting minority
students in the past, with the result
that there were few if any minority
law students in many graduating
classes. Although the Midwest
ranks second only to the South as a
geographic area of black population
concentration, a recent study of
major Midwest law firms found
only 1/2 of 1% -.of all attorneys in
these firms were black. In an effort
to bring about an increase in minority enrollment at William Mitchell,
the Minority Recruitment Committee was formed.
While past articles in the Opinion
have presented background and the
philosophy of the Minority Recruitment Committee, only modest action has ever been taken by the
committee. For example, a meeting

cluding students and faculty from
William Mitchell, and representatives from various minority groups.
When the discussion got down to
facts and figures, the real problems
facing William Mitchell became
evident. The total amount available
for minority scholarships was $3,000. It is clear that we cannot compete with law schools that have
large grants available to minority
stude,1ts.
There was also general agreement at the meeting that William
Mitchell's traditional view of sitting
back and waiting for minority students to seek us out had not worked
in the past, and was even less likely
to succeed in the future.
A brief comparison with the University of Minnesota's Minority
Recruitment Program, which has
budgeting and is professionally
handled, shows that of the 30 or so

total are native Minnesotans. The
remaining 3/4's are recruited from
out of state. This strongly suggests
that community resources in the
Twin Cities are not being used to
their fullest extent when one considers that there are only 11 minority
law students at William Mitchell,
all of whom are currently first year
students.
At the Eighth Circuit Roundtable
which was hosted by William Mitchell this fall one of the topics of discussion was Minority Recruitment.
Representatives from 7 law schools,
and minority students from 3 undergraduate schools met to compare
programs and solutions to common
problems. While none of the law
schools present had anything approaching a percentage of nonwhite to white law students that
compared to the population breakSee 'Minorities', page eleven
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This column must be devoted to apologies, firstly to all the day. Acoustics being what they are and students being

fa

t' students who have to endure the difficult and awkward class- what they are, it would be difficult to hold down the noise that

N

room arrangements at St. Thomas College and to some extent
here ·in our own building. The Student Bar Association has
@been keeping close watch on the space problem and on the
@ administration and Board of Trustees as they seek solutions
( , to that problem. Because this is a matter of continuing intermest that is being dealt with in articles elsewhere in this issue,
F I shall say no more about it at this time.
E
However, I want to apologize especially to the third and
f fourth year students who had such a difficult time this semesF ter registering for elective courses. Because we were not
fa sure how many people would register for any particular
J course and because we wanted to get as many people into
F each course as possible, we did not announce limits on some
l of the courses which we did eventually limit. This caused
1 understandable frustration and problems of re-registration
} and changing of programs which should not have happened.
? With next year's third and fourth year's classes being even
} larger than this year's, it is incumbent upon us to make some
? scheduling adjustments.
;!J
Accordingly, I have asked the curriculum committee to
l undertake the task of considering whether some electives or
[ perhaps some required courses could be offered at 4:30 p.m.
¥ rather than maintaining our traditional starting time of 6:30
( p.m. Because of other problems, we are offering the Law OfT fice Managem~nt course at that hour this semester and there
I is a substantial number of students, more perhaps than should
@ be in the course, who are able and willing to take the course at
if that time. This suggests that it may be possible to offer other
mcourses at that hour.
@
It is highly unlikely that any St. Thomas classrooms
K would be available so early in the day, but if some of the law
fa school classrooms can be used that at least would provide
\j flexibility for some students. Of course there would be prob]{ lems with such a proposal. For example some of the part@time instructors might not be able to get away at that hour of

t:\1[

~;f~,;,.;:;:;,;.;:,;,;:;,;,,;,;,:-;,;,;,;,;,;,V,',',W,','•'''·'•'•'•'•"·······w,.·.-,,'.-.,-,.,',','.~',','.~',',',',';>,_._.:-;.,,i:>.•••K.•.:...•.. .'...•..•. :.~·.·.~"..

Lawyers:

You
Can
Help-

And Get
Help

would be generated by students in other parti,; of the building
during the hours from 4:30 to 6:30. Nevertheless the possibility bears discussion and consideration.
I have also asked the curriculum committee to consider
the question of whether Saturday morning classes for some
electives might be appropriate. Whenever this suggestion has
been made in the past, it has been spectacularly unpopular.
Nevertheless there may be sufficient interest to warrant offering an extra section of some courses on Saturday morning
if the details can be worked out.
Other alternatives which the committee is considering
include using late hours on Tuesday evening and making
greater use of Wednesday evenings. There are disadvantages
and drawbacks in these proposals too, but perhaps they can be
worked out. Of course, space is only one aspect of the problem. Additional sections of a course will require the obtaining
of additional instructors. In spite of surveys and questionnaires, we can't predict very well what the demand will be for
any particular course. Thus we are likely to make some mistakes in our scheduling from time to time. We know that this
is frustrating for students who can't get the courses they want
when they want them. Nevertheless we hope to improve considerably next year.
All of this is assuming, of course, that there will be no
new or additional facility available to us for the fall of 1974. It
looks as though it would take a miracle to find money and do
the specific planning for expansion at that early a date.
Therefore scheduling alternatives have to be worked out.
Professor Haydock, in his usual efficient manner, will, I
am sure, undertake the study promptly. I know that he will
welcome any constructive suggestions or comments that you
might have. Once again, my apologies for the difficulties this
year. We hope that they can be ameliorated if not totally
eliminated next fall.

Last semester this column was directed at what I call
problem identification. Three major areas of concern were
identified. First, the need for the law schools to produce a
more capable attorney. Second the need to increase the "good
will" of the legal profession. Third, the need for a public more
informed in the law.
During the coming months I will discuss some proposed
solutions to the problems. As to the need for a more capable
attorney, I will speak to the matter of more law school client
counseling experience during the law school years. As to increasing "good will" I ~ill talk about "advertising" and
"badges." As to a more informed public I will talk about public legal education.

While these clinical programs are an excellent beginning
to expand the experience of the law student, much remains to
be done. In the past much ado has been made about the impracticality of any sort of an internship program in view of
cost and time. While this may be so, I question whether we
need adopt a full-blown internship program as our first step to
a program of expanding the client counseling experience
available to law students.

SBA President
Don
Horton

Apologies
and
Alternatives

by

Dean
/

Doug as
Hiedenreich
,,:
ij;\

%
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This month, I begin with client counseling. While client
counseling programs have been in the past more talked about
than acted upon, today the programs are beginning to flourish
in law schools throughout the United States. These programs
generally revolve around some course of instruction for the
student, during which he has an opportunity to work under the
supervision of an attorney on behalf of a client. These courses, however, are by their nature limited to those who have a
class and work schedule which allows them time during the
day to engage in the pursuit of a client's interest. In Minnesota, sadly, only Senior law school students may participate.

by

\

My suggestion involves a challenge to the law firms of
the Twin Cities metropolitan area. It is simply: "Open your
doors to law students." All law students. If you are going to
have a deposition, then let a law student sit in. If you are
going to have a session with your client, let a law student sit
in. If you are going to trial, or what have you, then let a law
student sit in. If you are going to do anything you think might
be helpful to someone learning about the law and its practice,
then let a law student sit in. The student will not be assigned
to you for any time period, rather on an "event" basis. You
don't have to pay the student, and he is not your clerk. Nor

does the student receive academic credit. It is simply a learning experience in which "experience is the teacher."
There is no ethical problem. The Student Bar Association is an integrated bar and therefore each law student is a
member and is bound by the code of professional responsibility. If you feel the need, ask the client first.
There is precedent for this. The medical profession has
been using this method for some time. Their reaction is uniform, "It's a bother, " but a helpful step in producing a good
doctor.
If you would like to participate in our "Second Chair
Program" simply send a letter to Mr. James Lundin, the
chairman of the Second Chair Program, c/o William Mitchell
College of Law Clinical Program, 2100 Summit Avenue, St.
Paul, Minnesota 55105, and indicate which member of your
firm a law student should call to make arrangements to sit in
on some activity you are conducting. We will then contact you
and make further arrangements. We feel that this is a program which each and every lawyer, whether a member of a
large firm or sole practitioner, can become involved with.
The time spent by the lawyer will be minimal and we feel the
returns great.
SENIOR PRACTICE: THE NEED FOR EXPANSION.

The following remarks are directed to students and alumni. Once again this year, we at the law school will be petitioning the Supreme Court of the State of Minnesota to amend
its Senior Practice Rule, to include any student no matter
what year, who is enrolled in a clinical legal education program at an approved law school. It is essential, if we are to
meet the challenge placed upon the law schools by society to
produce lawyers better skilled in the art of practicing law, to
insist that students in law schools be given the widest latitude
possible, within parameters providing adequate supervision,
in the learning experiences made available to them.
Please write to the Supreme Court of the State of Minnesota and ask that they expand the Senior Practice Rule to include any student enrolled in a clinical program. Identify in
your letter that you are an attorney, if you are. If you are a
student, identify your year.
Minnesota has been the moqel for the nation in so many
ways in the field of legal reform, that it is most appropriate
that we exercise this leadership once again. I am sure that
Chief Justice Burger will be gratified to see that his own
State's Bench and Bar has seen fit to take a positive step forward in implementing the spirit of his concern for a more
qualified bar.

OPINION
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YOUR OPINION PLEASE
Alleged Misquotes

He Found It

To the Editor:

To the Editor:
I was disturbed when I read (a
recent) article in the Opinion be-

To the Editor:

Some students appear to be fasci 0
nated with the subject of "resignation." Mr. Steve Doyle has not discovered the genius of Professor
Jones. Mr. Jones is a lawyer of high
standing, a legal writer of reknown,
and an administrator of proven talent. The quality of your school
would be greatly diminished without him. The student letters clearly
indicate that the Doyle view is far
from unanimous. The editor's note
announces. however, that Mr. Doyle
stands behind his position. It is obvious that wherever Mr. Doyle
stands, it should be behind something.
For eleven stated reasons and
some undisclosed ones, it appears
that the SBA-BG and the LSD-ABA
demand the resignation of the President of the United States. To me, a
Democrat and supporter of Senator
McGovern, this is offensive. As a
graduate of and former instructor
at your college I know it maintains
a law library. Any casual research
should reveal that th~ " presumption
of Innocence" is a fairly well established doctrine . You would also
learn that editorials, news articles
and TV commentations are not frequently regarded as substantive
evidence . Based on those eleven
stated reasons, it is suggested that
you would improve your circumstances by adopting the practice of
swallowing goldfish.
William W. Essling
Attorney at Law
(The SBA/ BG Statement took no
position as to guilt or innocence . It
recognized that the Court of Public
Opinion knows no rules of evidence,
and that if and when the President
irredeemably loses the trust, confidence and support of a plurality of
the electorate, his responsibility to
the electorate and the office requires that he resign so that the
trust, confidence and support can
hopefully be restored by another. Editor)

Abortion:
A Personal Right
To the Editor:

I express my wholehearted support for Kay Silverman's editorial
on abortion. I believe that it is just
as wrong for the anti-abortionists to
prevent one from obtaining an abortion as it is for one to enforce an
anti-abortionist to abort.
If the anti-abortionists spent half
as much time, energy, money and
politicking supporting the development. availability, and universal
use of contraceptives as they do attempting to outlaw abortion, there
would be a good deal less unwanted
pregnancy. Consequently, there
would be a good deal less demand
for the abortions they find so abhorrent.
Frank T. Mahley
Fourth Year

1
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The Good, Bad
The December. 1973 editorial
"Some Uncomfortable Questions"
was excellent. Mr. Bergerson is to
be complimented. For some comfortable answers, he is referred to
Wong Yang Sung vs. McGrath, 339
U.S. 33, 70 S. Ct. 445. There is a real
danger in permitting the same person to be investigator, prosecutor
and judge.

cause it attributes grossly inaccurate statements to me.
Ordinarily, I do not complain
about misquotes or inaccurate
statements attributed to me by the
various media. I understand that it
is difficult to accurately relate the
substance of an individual statement as briefly as must be done in a
newspaper article.
Mr. Gary Flakne, the Hennepin
County Attorney, read the article
today after it was brought to his
attention by the Minnesota Supreme
Court. I must ask you to write a
clarifying article relative to the story or to print a retraction. The way
the story is written, it inaccurately
appears that I told Phi Alpha Delta
that the Grand Jury ought only to
handle "political criminals" and
that the Grand Jury never properly
charges a case. Those were not my
statements nor the import of my
statements at the luncheon.
I pointed out that historically the
Grand Jury was instituted in England as a means of removing political considerations of an individual
prosecutor in determining whether
or not to charge a particular case,
and that it was carried over from
the English system to the United
States and Minnesota Constitutions
based on the English common law. I
informed the group that Minnesota
law requires that only homicide
cases which may result in a charge
of Murder in the First Degree or
violations under the election laws
(which was the only context of discussing "political crimes," if the
phrase was used) are required to be
presented to the Grand Jury of the
individual county in which they occur. I did point out that the requirement for the Grand Jury investigation of campaign violations is a good
one, in that it eliminates any possibility that the County Attorney or
any assistant of his might be accused of bias in investigating or
charging such a case. It is true that
I indicated to the group that because the Grand Jury is composed
of laymen rather than lawyers, and
because they necessarily do not
know the rules of evidence or understand the criminal law or the problems involved in criminal prosecution to the degree that an experienced prosecutor does, they may
tend to either over - or under-indict
a particular case. It is also true that
it is sometimes difficult to prosecute an individual under the Grand
Jury's indictment when the facts
and circumstances of the Case indicate that a different charge from
the one charged in the indictment
would be easier to prove. This is so,
of course, because the legal elements of proof differ widely among
the various degrees of homicide, for
example. I did not say, nor did I
imply, that " the Grand Jury composed of 23 persons almost invariably brings the wrong charge. ''
These misstatements have reflected upon Mr. Flakne personally,
and this office generally, to a degree which requires me to request
that you correct them.

I was a bit displeased when I
found the article, "Dean Announces
Academic Awards" buried in a corner of page five of the December
Opinion. At a time when many people are doing many things to improve the quality of education at
Mitchell, it still seems to me that
individual academic effort will
remain the primary part of any
school's overall academic excellence.
I realize that grades do not necessarily reflect individual excellence,
but I think these students deserve
more than "Page Five" recognition
of their efforts.
Steve M. Mihalchick
Third Year

Circuit President Pleased
This year's SBA Presidents'
Roundtable was hosted by the William Mitchell Law School in St.
Paul, Minnesota on November 3rd.

Bruce J. Douglas

When the media reported a
most un-Christmaslike event
during the winter break perhaps
too many Americans were already past their 'shock proof'
points to permit it to faze them.
I refer to the elderly couple in
Schenectady, N.Y., who died a ·
few days after the local electric
utility company cut off their
service for non-payment of their
bill.
Rather than wrestle with the
microcosmic details of this case
(the couple once before had had
their service terminated for
non-payment only to have a local
church come to the rescue; they
were quite old (he 93, she 92)
and allegedly senile; a daughter
lived nearby; they were warned
repeatedly by the utility company but refused to pay believing
that, for some reason, they
didn't have to) we should be asking ourselves the question : But
was this fair?

More specifically, the issue
might be drawn thus : Should a
public utility company be permitted to terminate electric
service to a residential dwelling,
whose occupants refuse to pay a
The success of the Roundtable bill, in the middle of a New York
can only be measured by the attend- winter knowing that without
ance and response from those more · heat the occupants are likely to
than fifty students representing die.
nine of the thirteen 8th Circuit
schools who were in attendance .
The schools represented were WilWhile the Law of Contracts
liam Mitchell, University of Minne- might say that the couple had
sota, Midwestern, North Dakota , " breached" the contract, thereUniversity of Nebraska, St. Louis fore termination of service was
University, Washington University, justified; and the Law of Torts
and Drake University. Ray Tyra,
Division Director from the ABA might say that the " Reasonable
headquarters in Chicago and Man" could have foreseen the
Charles Graddick, the Division Del- consequences of his act in reegate from Valparaiso Law School fusing to pay, such considwere also in attendance.
erations beg the question of fundamental fairness in regard to
The morning program consisted
of workshops for the SBA and LSD the procedure followed by the
representatives, Law Review and company in dealing with its cusNewspaper Editors and the Wom- tomers. It appears that the utility company had pursued its "inens Law Caucus.
terpersonal" remedies nearly to
The afternoon workshops dealt exhaustion, yet it declined to
with legal clinic, minority recruit- pursue its legal remedies to the
ment and placement programs. same extent. Rather than waste
Prof. Robert Oliphant from the
University of Minnesota spoke at its time in court - after all its
the noon luncheon and was extreme- attorneys would charge more
ly well-received. Everyone at Wil- than the Bakers owed - it
liam Mitchell is to be congratulated availed itself of an expedient,
for hosting an outstanding Roundta- extra-legal remedy: pulling the
1 But should this have
ble.
plug.
Jim Carney
been permitted? Ought not the
Eighth Circuit Pre~ident Bakers have had an opportunity
Law Student Division
to present their side of the story
to an impartial third party at a
hearing? Ought not the company
have been obligated to go to
court to recover what it was
owed? 2 Put simply, does Constitutional Due Process of Law
require more than the Bakers
got?

THE WILLIAM MITCHELL

ticing bar, and pledges its
continuing best efforts
with the recognition that
they will be for naught in
the absence of continuing
reader interest.

by

The Circuit owes William Mitchell a hearty thank you for the use of
their facilities , the input by their
student body and for just being a
great host in general.

Ann Alton Hartgen
Asst. County Attorney
The OPINION invites
incisive commentary and
creative thought from all
quarters . . . students,
faculty, administration,
and members of the prac-

s

~i~'. He Id To Due Process tan dards.? ·
fil

AWARD
FOR CLASS SCHEDULING

We initially encounter a roadblock quite analogous to that
presented in the early case of
Barron v. Baltimore, 7 Pet. 243
(1833) : to whom does the due
process clause apply, and who
does it protect? In Barron,
Chief Justice Marshall held the
Bill of Rights not applicable to
the states. This changed after
the ratification in 1868 of the
Fourteenth Amendment, and the
debate has raged for years as to
whom that article applies. Without alluding to the lengthy list

of cases in which the Supreme
Court has undertaken to "explain" the Fourteenth Amendment, we note that certain
trends are clear.
During the Warren Era the
Court proceeded to greatly expand the protections of the Fourteenth Amendment, and by the
time Justice Warren retired in
1968, almost the entire Bill of
Rights had been "incorporated"
into the Fourteenth Amendment, concluding a course begun
as far back as Chicago, Milwaukee, St. P.R. Co. v. Minnesota,
134 U.S. 418 (1890), and most
notably including Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45 (1932).
Not even the Burger Court,
despite Herculean efforts by Mr.
Justice Rehnquist, has been
willing to turn back the clock to
1890. It held in 1970 that Government welfare agencies could not
reduce or terminate benefits to
AFDC recipients without notice
and a hearing. See Goldberg v.
Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 and Wheeler
v. Montgomery, 397 U.S. 280.
Accordingly, some precedent
exists for requiring that when
dealing with the Government, a
citizen has the right to be heard
before he is deprived of life, liberty or property. The remaining
question is : But is a utility company the same thing as the
Government?
I would answer this question
in the affirmative. I would argue
that a public utility corporation,
as a creature of the state, operating pursuant to state regulations, is so " affected with the
public interest" that when it
acts in an arbitrary and/ or capricious manner resulting in
harm to citizens of the state it is
by the state's (negligent) acquiesence - or worse, willing
complicity - that the utility
acts. Therefore, this should be
construed as "state action"
within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Holding a public utility company to a standard imposed by
the Fourteenth Amendment
would not prove to be unduly
burdensome. A utility operates
not as a matter of right, but with
the permission of the state. Why
shouldn't it be held to the same
standards of fairness in dealing
with citizens?

1 Several days after the Bakers' death a
high officer of the utility company spoke
at a press conference and conceded that
his company's action was "unfortunate." But we live in a make believe
world when all that one needs say to
excuse himself for the murder of another
human being is "I'm sorry." That com- .
pany may soon be much sorrier: the
New York Legislature has announced ,
that it will consider a bill to prevent such
occurences and the prosecuting attorney for the district in which the Bakers
lived announced that he is investigating
possible violations of the criminal stat-

ute$_
2 The couple owned their somewhat dilapidated home and authorities discovered about $1,000 in a mattress.
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Women's Law Caucus
Organizes At Mitchel I

ABA Reports Substantial
Gain In Women Students

This fall, a group of women felt
that an organ_iza tion designed to
promote the interests and education
of women in law was necessary.
The Women's Law Caucus was organized with the primary objective
of increasing awareness of discrimination against women not only as
law students and as practicing attorneys, but also as people who
meet inherently discriminatory attitudes in the law itself. The members of the caucus have indicated
that they are serious about their
careers as future lawyers and intend to promote the acceptance of
themselves as such. To that end, the
caucus plans to engage prominent
women attorneys to speak to students about women's issues, and
other legal issues.

A dramatic increase in the number of women law students has been
reported by the American Bar Association.

The men of Mitchell are not regarded as "male chauvinist pigs,"
but it is felt that they have suffered
severe under-exposure to hearing
and studying under women professors and lawyers. In an effort to
increase the awareness of all students at Mitchell, the Caucus' Education Committee posts relevant
material concerning women's issues in the hall near the library. The
most recent postings have included
a copy of an article in the American
Bar Association Journal which
pointed out the discrimination practiced against feinale attorneys. Also
posted were letters to be sent to
Governor Anderson requesting that
he consider several qualified women for appointment to judgeships.
As a part of the education program,
a subscription to Ms. magazine has
been donated to the library.
The caucus consists of several
committees, including the Recruitment Committee, headed by Jane
Schoenike, which will work in conjunction with the SBA's Minority

Recruitment Committee. Linda
Olup, a freshman, heads the committee which is planning a symposium to be held next fall for all students. A committee to deal with individual and group grievances is
headed by Georgia Holmes. These
committees will be seeking the addition of more full time women faculty members, a course on women's
rights in the law added to the summer school curriculum, and a higher enrollment of women students in
the school.
Anyone, male or female, who is
interested in the caucus and its
objectives may join. Meetings are
held at 8:30 p.m. on the third Tuesday of every month in room 303 in
WMCL. The women to contact are
the members of the Executive
Board who are the official representatives of the caucus. They are:
Kathy Davis, first year, 646-2387;
Lee Holen, first year, 827-7376; Casandra Mihalchick, second year, 5223066; Linda Miller, second year, 3317422; and Marilyn Neuschwander,
second year, 646-5953.
The caucus believes it is a viable
tool for enhancing and furthering
the status of legal education and the
profession. It hopes it can be effective in creating confidence in women attorneys so that women as law
students will not meet discrimination in classrooms, hiring situations, or as people in the community.

....

Saving Energy
Makes Cents.

The ABA also noted a substantial
gain in minority group enrollment
and said that for the first time there
was not a single "unfilled seat" in
the first-year class of any AHA-approved law school.

In the three years ending with
1971, only one accredited university
- Hofstra - established a law
school. Six more have begun classes
since - Antioch School of Law,
University of Puget Sound, Brigham Young University, Franklin
Pierce College, University of Hawaii and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.

Women enrolled this past fall
numbered 16,760, a 37.8 percent increase over 1972. Minority group
enrollment rose 12. 9 percent, far
outpacing the overall enrollment
increase of 4.3 percent.

This month, however, the council
of the ABA's Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar
will consider nine applications for
provisional approval.

Total enrollment in the 151 approved law schools rose by 4,395 to
106,102 from 101,707 in the fall of
1972.

Despite predictions that law
school admission test administrations would level off this year, the
ABA said test administrations are
running 11 percent ahead of last
year. Indications are that the number of law school applicants next
fall will be about 10 percent higher
than this year.

Enrollment of first-year women
law students this past fall, totaled
7,464, a 35.2 percent gain over 1972.
The additional 1,956 women this fall
contrasted with a decline of 69 in
men.
The study showed that women
were admitted at a somewhat higher rate than men, reflecting a slight
edge in law school admission test
(L.S.A.T.) scores.
Minority group enrollment
climbed to 7,601 from the fall, 1972,
total of 6,730. The 1973 figure is two
and one half times higher than the
1969 enrollment.
Enrollment of blacks grew 394, or
8.9 percent, and Mexican-Americans increased 187, or 17.7 percent.
The full house dilemma facing
prospective law school students
comes after a phenomenal increase
in demand for legal education combined with comparatively little
growth in facilities .

The marked increase in law
school enrollments and recent graduates has prompted concern about
employment potential in the legal
area.
Professional degrees in Jaw
awarded by approved law schools
have tripled since 1963, reaching
27,756 last year. At the end of 1973,
there were an estimated 375,475
lawyers in the United States.
The ABA Task Force on Professional Utilization, which viewed the
situation a year ago, expressed opti·
mism for employment possibilities.
It said that "the existence of a large
pool of well-qualified, legally
trained individuals . . . should be
viewed as a significant national
resource ."

Basketball
Program
Begins
by Mike Fahey
The fans (all five of them)
scream vociferously as Jim Dunn
steps to the free-throw line. His
team is trailing 42-40 with one second left. He is shooting under the
intense pressure of a one and one
situation, where if he makes the
first shot, he is awarded another.
He arcs his first shot forward, simultaneously feeling he has not hit
the mark. The ball strikes the rim
and arcs around it like a satellite in
orbit, finally dropping into the net
below. The pressure is now almost
unbearable; the howl of the crowd
ear-splitting. Jim readies his gametying shot. With unbelievable tranquility, he adroitly lofts the ball
toward the basket, then mutters a
silent obscenity as the ball strikes
the rim and plummets floorward,
signaling defeat for both him and
his team.
The melodramatic scene depicted
above may not be just a creation of
this writer's imagination. It may
become stark reality for the members of the ten William Mitchell
teams registered to play basketball
this winter. These teams will compete every Saturday on the courts of
St. Catherine's College beginning
February 9th and ending some six to
seven weeks later . Game times
range from 9:30 a.m. to 12 :30 p.m.
The present basketball program
is the first of its kind at William
Mitchell, following a successful
football program initiated last fall.
The object of the present league,
and the whole intramural program
generally is to provide the student
body with an outlet for physical activity. Sophomore Lou Tilton,
Director of the William Mitchell
Intramural Program, hopes that it
will foster good sportsmanship and
See 'Basketball', page ten

ATTENTION!
Attorneys-Lawyers

Unique opportunity for person with 6 months or more
general practice experience, to establish corporate legal
office. Generous firm, good fringe package, $14-20
thousand. R-140.

CALL OR WRITE DICK BROWN

Many of our best friends
are lawyers

WALKER
Employment Service, Inc.
310 Baker Building

339-0961

We try hard to keep them that way by
providing dependable title insurance
service wherever they need it.
And whenever they need it.

NOTICE - ALL ATIORNEYS
Your Pocket Secretaries
Are Now Available
You may pick up your copy at our office, or phone us,

So next time you need prompt title insurance
service anywhere in the country, remember us.

Chicago Title
Insurance Company
Minnesota Division Office
4820 West 77th Street
Edina, Minnesota 55435

and we will be happy to mail it to you.

BUD GOLDBERG
BAIL BONDS AND PUBLIC ADJUSTER

326 South Fourth Street • Minneapolis 55415 • 333-8111

Operating in 46 states, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Bahamas, the
Virgin Islands and Canada.
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Students, Faculty Depart, Dean Traded, Buses Still Bunning
by the AD HOC s.O.S. • COMMITTEE
SAVE OUR SCHOOL

•

Scenario
Time: September, 1978
Place: Moorhead, Minnesota
Occasion: First Year Orientation

Welcome to the Minnesota Mobile School of Law. My name is Chris
Crossroads, and I am Assistant Dean in Charge of Logistics. This orientation will begin with some background and current information about the
school and then will be opened up for questions from you.
Several years ago, the school was known as the William Mitchell
College of Law. We recently changed that name because we lost nearly all
affiliation with the College, located somewhere in Saint Paul, and because
people kept confusing us with a World War II Airborne Military School. We
chose the name Minnesota Mobile because we have had to become transient and to lease facilities all over the state. There has been some pressure
on us to change the name again to the Titanic School of Law, but we will not
change simply for change' s sake.

' . . . the Trustees narrowed down the alternative solutions to three:
(1) mail correspondence, (2) closed circuit television re-runs, and
(3) busing.
We did occasion some minor space problems at the former building
located somewhere on Summit Avenue. We had to use classrooms at Saint
Thomas; but in 1974, the Administration there, cognizant of our dependence
on their facilities, required us to begin our classes with prayers and to
serve only fish in our vending machines on Fridays. After negotiations
failed, we told the Saint Thomas people to go to heaven and withdrew our
students from their school and football team. We inquired about facilities
at other local colleges but again met with some problems. Saint Catherine's
opposed the idea of female law students being out past 9:00 p.m .; though we
offered to provide each female student with a German shepherd, th~ n~ns
would only accept protective dogs which we needed to track our m1ssmg
students. Macalester asked how many minority students we had and never
did contact us again. Hamline insisted our students register for another
foreign language besides legalese. The Rasmussen School of Business did
not want to harm its reputation. And on and on.
Our Board of Trustees had been sensitive to this space problem for
a good number of years. In 1970, the former Dean advised the Trustees that
the Law School soon needed to acquire additional facilities. Three years
later in 1973 several members of the Board toured the facilities of the College ~n Sum~it Avenue. After viewing overcrowded classrooms, jammed
rooms, hallways, and offices, and a library with a seating capacity of about
100 for 830 students, the Trustees decided to take a fresh look at the problem.
Two years later after a series of meetings discussing solutions to
the space problem, the' Trustees narrowed down the alternative solutions to
three: (1) mail correspondence classes, (2) closed circuit television reruns, and (3) busing. They rejected the correspondence classes because
with first class mail then costing $2.98 per ounce, tuition would need to be
increased from $14,200 to over $21,000; and several of the trustees thought
that perhaps too high. They also rejected using closed circuit television for
several reasons. First, they speculated that the class offerings would be
hard pressed to compete against the New Della and Gerty Legal Secretary
Show and with Thursday Night Skittle Pool. And secondly, the F.C.C. began
a crackdown on boring, violent, and obscene programs. Thus, the Trustees
elected to implement the busing alternative: simply transport students to
various facilities around the state instead of acquiring new central facilities. The busing program had one major problem though. The government
had imposed the rationing of everything from gas to coke to snow and refused to allocate sufficient fuel to the school. The Trustees used their influence to contact the President but without any success. Then President
George Carlin remarked to Veep Totie Fields, " Perhaps we could relieve
the gas shortage by not rationing beans." Undaunted, the Trustees directly
contacted the Arabs and negotiated a deal whereby the school obtained an
adequate supply of fuel and a solution to the job placement of graduating
students.

'Contracts will be held at the Knights of Columbus Bingo Hall in
Golden Valley . . . At 7:00, a bus will pick you up and take you to the
St. Paul Civic Center .. .'
This will be the second year under the busing plan ; and the scheduling of classes, as you can well imagine, has not been easy. Please pay close
attention to this detailed explanation of the class schedule for the first week
of school:
Monday Evening: Contracts will be held at the Knights of Columbus
Bingo Hall in Golden Valley from 6:00 P.M. to 7:00 P .M. and from 9:00
P.M. to 9:40 P.M. At 7:00, a bus will pick you up and take you to the Saint
Paul Civic Center where you will perform in a series of weekly benefits
singing and dancing such legal favorites as: '(The) First Time Ever I Paid
Your Fee,' 'You Are the Sunshine of My Life Estate,' 'Appeal, I Want to
Take You Higher,' 'Learn, Learn, Learn, To Everything There is a Seizin,'
'Where Have All the Lawyers Gone?,' and 'What the World Needs Now Is
Us.' The Knights need their Hall from 7:00 to 9:00 for their Monday night
bingo games, and we need the money derived from the benefit performances to fill the collection baskets passed around by the Knights during class.
At 9:40 you will leave by cab for Rochester for your 11 :00 P.M. class at the
Mayo Clinic Auditorium in Torts. Unfortunately, we have not yet arranged
transportation back to the Twin Cities, but we may be able to charter several slaughter lamb trucks leaving at 4:45 A.M. on Tuesday for South Saint
Paul.
Tuesday Night: Our library facilities ha\'.e been moved to the now

I

space. Come November, we suggest that you dress warmly or purchase a
M.M.S.L. Snowmobile suit through one of the Trustees who has a concession there. Tale-gating parties will be allowed before class where relevant
to the upcoming class discussion.
Wednesday Evening : There will be no formal class on Wednesday but
we . will meet at the B'nai Brith Temple for two hours to review the following week's class schedule. The Rabbi and the Elders have generously donated the Temple's facilities at no charge, but all senior students will have
to purchase their nine piece moot court suits or pants suits from one of the
local merchants.
Thursday Night: We have eliminated Introduction to Law and have
added Psychoanalysis as a course breaking you up (or down) into small
group sessions with various shrinks. We hope this approach will prevent
what happened last year when half of the first year class literally bailed out
on a flight to Bemidji for a class. On second period on Thursday, the Criminal Law course will involve you in the workings of every day crime by rota ting classes on various street corners in Minneapolis. Last year, students
witnessed Miranda warnings given by the police to a former instructress
for loitering, disorderly conduct, and something else. The Criminal Law
course has subsumed the course on Legislation pending the grand jury inquiry of the entire Minnesota Legislature.
Friday Evening: To encourage greater student participation during
classes we have introduced Show and Tell Night. You will have an opportunity to bring something of legal interest to class and tell us about the thing.
Last year, one student brought a casebook used at some law schools but not
here because we h:.ve no space for a bookstore. Another student brought a
blackboard which we no longer use since we began our austerity program
and eliminated chalk from our school supplies. Or you can, should you wish,
bring your family and tell them where you have been all week. These classes will be held on a rotating basis at various V.F. W. Halls throughout the
state beginning the first week in Thief River Falls. Our buses will provide
the transportation, and, of course, roll will be taken both coming and going.
Saturday: We have expanded our curriculum to include activities on
Saturday. The four students who attempted suicide last year did so because
of their becoming overtired, disorientated, and lost. To prevent that from
happening this year, you will attend a two hour class on Saturday morning
on orienteering and afterwards will take a six hour nap. Each of you will be
expected to provide your own blankets and to report at 12 :00 noon at the
University Medical Research Hospital. To help defray the costs of the beds,
one third of the class will be a testing group for experimental drugs for the
prevention of several newly discovered professional social diseases.
Sunday : To provide you with the peace and quiet that you will need on
Sundays to prepare you for the upcoming school week, your family will be
required to leave your home and spend the day at the Soul's Harbor Resort
and Religious Complex where church services, novenas, and countless
prayers will be offered for you in your hours of need.

'To encourage greater student participation during classes, we have
introduced Show and Tell Night . . . These classes will be held on a
rotating basis at various VFW halls throughout the state . . . Our
buses will provide the transportation, and, of course, roll will be
taken both coming and goin2.'
Now, do you students have any questions?
S No. 1: What happened to the facilities at 2100 Summit Avenue ?
CC: Yes, that's the address. Well, we still own the building. In 1976,
the entire building and the annex - with the exception of the Dean's office
in the sauna and the student lounge in the attic - were renovated into 38
washrooms, 18 men only, 18 women only, and two mixed, more than a sufficient number to comply with the minimum ABA requirements. An editorial
in the Saint Paul Dispatch then praised the Trustees for their foresight in
converting the building into something down to earth.
S No. 2: How large are the attic facilities for the students lounge?
CC: Not that large. The lounge can comfortably hold 4 students and 12
vending machines at any one time. But we do guarantee that every student
will have an opportunity to use the lounge. Students whose last names begin
with A and B may use the lounge the first week of the semester, students
with last names beginning with C and D the second week, and so on through
the semester.
S No. 3: What about facilities for student organizations?
CC: There are no student organizations at the school with the exception of the law review.
S No. 3: What happened to the Student Bar Association?
CC: The State Board of Law Examiners, upset at the SBA for some
reason, asked the Board of Trustees to investigate the balloting procedures
used during the last SBA elections. A recount showed that Donald Duck
edged Pluto by 3 votes in a close race. We discovered that, though registered, Donald did not pay tuition, and we, thus, voided the election. The
SBA, unable to meet because there was not meeting space at the school,
soon disbanded.
S No. 3: What about the Women's Caucas?
CC: During the middle seventies, that organization expended all its
efforts in having an equal number of pictures of women and men jurists
hung on the walls of the second floor hallway. But after that successful project, most of the members married and the Group broke up.
S No. 3: What happened to Phi Alpha Delta?
CC : The space problem forced us to remove all bulletin boards from
the school walls so that more students would fit in the hallways. Unable to
post notices for its meetings, PAD soon folded.
S No. 3: And the Lawyers' Guild?
CC : That organization disbanded shortly after the boycott in 1976.
S No. 4: Boycott? What boycott?
CC: The Guild organized a boycott of classes to protest the space
problems at the school. The Board of Trustees, at its sixth emergency
meeting of the year reminded the students of the school's mandatory attendance policy. The students then reminded the Board of their First
Amendment rights to freedom of speech and to the redress of grievances,
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happened to the Opinion?
f
b
CC:dThe bBoard of Trbu1_st~es hbegan to cenbs1or thet tohrmerhOp1iniodn ecause stu ents egan to pu 1c1ze t e space pro ems a e sc oo an portray how bad things had become. The Board decided to step in and stop such
expose, and that resulted in the last edition of the Opinion featuring four
blank pages. The law review has continued unabated, though, specializing
in articles on transportation law and officing out of the Minnesota AAA.
S No. 5: You mentioned earlier that the school's agreement with the
Arabs for fuel solved the placement problem for seniors. Can you explain
that?
CC: For years the old Mitchell school failed to operate an adequate
and effective placement system for graduates. We, however, have solved
that problem. In order to guarantee enough fuel for the school's busing program, our Board promised, among other things, to send our entire graduating class to Saudi Arabia for one year of legal service to that country. Thus,
this guarantees, at least for a year, a job for every graduating student.
S No. 5: What about the Jewish students in the graduating class?
CC: We either offer to transfer them to another school before graduation or provide a free change of name proceeding on graduation day.
S No. 6: Beyond the first semester, what courses make up the curriculum?

'The Board of Trustees began to censor the former OPINION because students began to publicize the space problems at the school
and portray how bad things had become ... and that resulted in the
last edition of the OPINION featuring four blank pages.'

I
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CC: We have been accused in the past of not making changes in our
curriculum. We have been sensitive to that criticism and have recently
made some significant changes. Up until a few years ago, we had some 74
hours of required courses. Now - largely because we do not have a sufficient number of classrooms and seminar rooms - we have eliminated all
elective courses and offer a solid 96 hours of required courses. But we still
have flexibility in our curriculum because the required courses change every year depending on who we can get to teach what. Last year, we offered
such diverse courses as Watergate IV, Contemporary American Tax Loopholes, Legal Singing, Advanced Washroom Uses, and Why God Made Us.
S No. 6: Does the school offer any clinical courses?
CC : We discovered that those clinical courses were a fad. No one
familiar with the process of legal training and the excellent representation
afforded by practicing attorneys ever doubted that efficacy of the traditional academic, unrelated-to-the-real-world case method of educating law
students. A few educational radicals supported clinical methodologies in
the early seventies, but few in the academic community listened to them.
We did, however, retain two clinical courses. The old Mitchell school acquired a reputation for its clinical course on High Speed Driving Skills,
which course the advent of no fault insurance made unprofitable. But to
continue giving our students first crack at asserting the rights of the injured, we now offer a clinical course in Television and Videotape Program' ming. This course trains students to install loud speakers and cameras and
to monitor factories, ball fields, construction sites, hockey rinks, and grocery store aisles for any incidents of serious injuries. And we retained a
second popular clinical course. We realize that our clients will seldom have
a client return for more services, and so we offer a money management
course on billing clients entitled 'Bilking Everybody Including the Proverbial Turnip.'

'Some time in 1976, the Trustees traded the Dean to a New York law
school for a first round draft choice in the 1977 professional Dean's
Draft, a converted B-26, and four buses.'

.~~~
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S No. 6: Do you still offer Moot Court?
CC: Indeed. The instructors have now modeled the course after Sesame Street. The lack of facilities forced the instructors to reduce the student participation, and so they now use puppets to demonstrate trial techniques. For such efforts they received the Children's Television Workshop's
Award for opening up new vistas in legal education .
S No. 6: Excuse me, but all those changes seem to make for a much
worse, totally irrelevant curriculum.
CC: Well, we appreciate your concern, exam number - uh - 6. But
with no videotape equipment facilities, no space for an adequate clinical
program, and no full time faculty, what else can we do?
S No. 7: No full time faculty?
CC: Yes. You see we had no space for faculty offices. We did use
Winnebagos for a time so that faculty members could follow the school
around, but then the Winnebago Company went bankrupt and two faculty
members hijacked their campers and drove over the border. And then most
of the faculty left for one reason or another. Some quit in disgust saying
they could not properly teach without adequate physical facilities. Some
were fired for asking the American Bar Association to re-evaluate its accreditation of the school. Others joined in the boycott and stopped eating
lettuce. And others returned to their other full time jobs.
S No. 7: And the Dean? What happened to the Dean?
CC: Some time in 1976, the Trustees traded him to a New York law
school for a first round draft choice in the 1977 professional Deans' draft, a
converted B-26, and four buses. We subsequently drafted an attorney by the
name of John Dean, appropriate enough we thought until he submitted his
resume. We also lost the use of the B-26 that year when two students, who
were also former Northwest pilots, commandeered the plane on a flight to
a class in Pipestone and were last seen flying towards the mountains. But
we still have two of the four buses.
S No. 7: Is there a Dean of the law school now?
CC: No. But the Trustees have begun to interview managers of local
travel agencies for the position.
S No. 8: You mentioned earlier that tuition now cost $14,200 a year.
Why so much?
CC: That covers various and sundry costs. First, with the size of the
first year class dropping from 300 during the early 1970's to just over 13 for
the past several years, each student has had to pay a larger pro rata share
of the school's expenses which have remained about the same throughout
this decade. While we have no full time faculty and few facilities, the Arabs
demand many shekels for their fuel, leasing costs for buildings have skyrocketed, our tracking dogs eat huge amounts of rationed beef steaks, and
the teamsters who drive the various buses, cabs, trucks, and cycles demand high salaries. In addition, part of the tuition money goes to reduce the
mortgage for the remodeling of the futuristic washroom facilities on Sum-
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Action News complained that this school with its totally inadequate facilities could in no way properly train students for the practice of law. What
was the Trustees' reaction to those allegations?
CC: The Trustees duly ignored those documented accusations. Several years ago, people complained that this school did not have a national
reputation. Well, now we have one.
S No. 8: Yes, but it appears to be a terrible reputation.
CC: The media has bad-mouthed this school for years by reporting
the truth. That unjustified harassment has naturally caused a poor public
image. But the Trustees continue to stand behind that sort of reputation.
S No. 9: Don't all the three alternatives considered by the Trustee
some years ago to solve the space problem - mail correspondence courses,
closed circuit television re-runs, and busing - violate ABA standards?
CC: Our Trustees have never let outside institutions force arbitrary
and capricious standards down our school's throat. Taking a cue from progressive educators, our Trustees decided to experiment with new ways to
approach legal education. In taking a novel approach to solve the space
problem, the Board decided to buck the ABA again. But the Board has always kept the best interests of the students in mind.
S No. 9: What did the ABA do?
CC: Well, after censuring the school in 1976 for 32 violations, the ABA
discredited the school in 1977. But we view that discreditation as only temporary.
S No. 9: Why only temporary?
CC: We have not yet met and discussed this matter with the ABA.
Several ABA representatives visited the school last year for a scheduled
two day tour. They left in a huff the next morning, not having talked to anyone at the school, because they could not locate where we were that Day.
As it turned out, we were snowbound in LaCrescent. They did manage to
visit 2100 Summit. where the janitor gave them a sufficient number of
dimes to tour the facilities. Admittedly, our lack of most everything may
violate some technical provisions of the ABA r equirements, but we are
hopeful that we can resolve those minor problems. After all, we have the
highest washroom : student ratio in the country among law schools and our
Met Stadium Library can seat our entire student body at one. time.
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'Well, after censuring the school in 1976 for 32 violations, the ABA
discredited the school 'in 1977. But we view that disaccreditation as
only temporary.'
S No. 9: With inadequate facilities , an insufficient number ol full
time f~culty, poor faculty office space, overcrowded classrooms, inadequate library seating and shelving capacity with no room for seminar discussions, videotape facilities, a faculty lounge, or student organizations,
how can this school claim to provide a comp1ete and thorough legal educa.
ti on.?
CC : Firstly, you misstate the case. That was the situation back in
1974. Things have gotten worse since then. Secondly, we do not ,ruara n.t ee.;1
quality education here. Our bulletin, with a lovely front cover of the Labor
Temple in Winona, nowhere suggests to incoming students that we offer
much of anything, let alone an adequate legal education. We know mediocrity when we see it. Our motto remains : "You pays your money, and you
takes your chance."
S No. 10: I read that the Minnesota Supreme Court in an unusual en
bane advisory opinion declared the educational training at this school to be
unconscionable and ordered that all Minnesota Mobile graduates must take
and pass a special six week 300 essay question bar exam to practice in this
state. Is that correct?
CC : The Court over-reacted to our problems. We sued the Court in
federal court attacking the special bar exam requirement as viola tive of
our students' equal protection rights. On certiorari before the United States
Supreme Court, Chief Justice Rehnquist writing the first unanimous court
decision in six years upheld the exa m requirement finding a compE!lling
state interest which justified the imposition of this special exam: an educational morass at the law school. In response to that decision, the Board of
Trustees now plans to have introduced in Congress a constibrtional amendment exempting our school from providing a quality legal education and
automatically granting our students a license to practice unprofessionally.
S No. 11: Don t you think the school - and the Trustees - have a public obligation to make certain tha t we students receive the best possible
legal education ?
CC: Well, .if you want to get technical, yes. But no school is perfect .
Re.member that a good many fine a ttorneys have graduated from Mitchell
and have done very well: and they had to attend school in less than adequate facilities .
S No. 11: But the fact that they had to endure poor facilities does not
justify the continuation of those inadequate facilities . That argument
makes no sense.

'Hindsight, of course, will always· spot problems that at the time
may not have been easy to foresee. Take, for example, the situation
in 1974. Simply because the_~c_hool bad 830 students, with law school
facilities for only about 300, did not by itself indicate a problem.'
CC: Now you're just quibbling.
s No. 12: But look at the new University Law School and the large
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facilities at the Midwest School of Law. The University, after scaling down
its request to the Legislatur~, recently completed its magnificent new
building. And the Midwest School of Law, after accreditation by both the
ABA and the AALS, has better facilities and a better reputation than the old
Mitchell school ever had. Why can't this school match their progress?
CC: Those schools may have everything, but they do not have our
Board of Trustees.
S No.12: Amen.
S No. 13: How did this whole mess come about?
CC: Mess is a harsh word. Hindsight, of course, will always spot
\
problems that at the time may not have been easy to foresee. Take, for
example, the situation in 1974. Simply because the school had 830 students,
..
with law school facilities for only about 300, did not by itself indicate a prob\ii
Iem And even the numerous additional problems did not, taken as a whole,
J
:t
amount to that big a thing. But some still cried wolf, prophesying an immiJ
See 'Mobile School of Law', page fifteen
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OPINION

New Search, Seizure Decision Reviewed
Editor's note: The cases of the United States v. Robinson, 42
U.S.L.W. 4055, and Gustafson v. Florida, 42 U.S.L.W. 4068, were decided
December 11, 1973, by the United States Supreme Court. Lawful arrests
were made in each of these cases for traffic violations which justified jailing the defendants rather than giving them tickets and permitting them to
proceed.
The defendants were thoroughly searched, and heroin was found on
the defendant in the Robinson case and marijuana on the defendant in the
Gustafson case. In each case, the defendant was found guilty of possession.
The key issues before the Supreme Court were whether the defend-

ants could be lawfully searched and, if so, to what extent.
The authors were asked to comment on these decisions from the
viewpoint of defense, prosecution and law enforcement, respectively. Each
of the articles represents its author's view alone. Each was written independently and was in no sense intended to respond to either of the other
two. The articles were written for publication in INTERCHANGE, published by the Minnesota Supreme Court's Office of Continuing Education
for State Court Personnel. The OPINION thanks Jeanne Schleh, INTERCHANGE editor, and the authors, for consenting to their republication
here.

c. paul iones
Robinson and Gustaf son stand for the following:
1) If a person is lawfully arrested for a traffic viola tion which
justifies a full custodial arrest (meaning jailing ), as distinguished
from a traffic violation which would justify only a ticket and allowing the person to proceed without jailing, the person may be thoroughly searched.
2) Before searching, the officer does not have to have any basis for believing the person is armed.·
3) Before searching, the officer does not have to have any basis for believing the person possesses evidence relating to the crime
for which the person was arrested or relating to any other crime.
4) The officer may search even though he knows before
searching that, even if he happens to find evidence relating to a
crime, it will not have anything to do with the crime for which the ·
person was arrested.
5) The officer may seize any weapons or evidence of a crime
he finds in the search, and the material seized may be used in court
against the person arrested.
It should be repeated that these cases are limited to the situation where the officer should make a lawful full custodial arrest
(jail the defendant) as distinguished from a ticketing situation. If
the defendant is arbitrarily or unreasonably jailed rather than ticketed, or if rather than ticketing the defendant he is jailed just as an
excuse or pretext to search him, any search would be illegal.
If an officer has a reasonable factual basis, less than probable
cause, for believing a person has committed a crime, he may attempt to talk to this person for a brief period of time at the place
where the person is stopped. The officer may ask questions, but he
cannot compel the person to answer. If the policeman additionally
has a reasonable factual basis, less than probable cause, for believing the person stopped may be carrying an accessible weapon which
may endanger the officer the officer may frisk the s.topped person
for the possible weapon in order to protect the officer from the danger ( 'from getting a bullet in answer to his questions ). The object
of this simple frisk must be limited to the possible dangerous weapon. If the officer incidentally, and only incidentally, finds evidence
of a crime when he is legitimately searching for the weapon, the
evidence found may be used in court.
A search incident to a lawful full-fledged jailing arrest is not
so limited, and neither a reasonable factual basis nor probable
cause to search is required. An officer may arrest only if before
arresting he has probable cause to believe the defendant has committed or has attempted to commit a crime. In Minnesota, in misdemeanor cases (including traffic and ordinance violations), the officer, in addition to probable cause, must have witnessed the misdemeanor being committed.

Therefore, the lawful arrest referred to in the Robinson and
Gustafson cases, which justified a thorough search in jailing situations, would be present only if the Minnesota officer witnessed the
violation.
I have not made any attempt here to analyze these cases for
their constitutional soundness. The fact remains that the above is
law today.
It is now up to the police and prosecutors to see to it that they
follow these decisions with common sense application. Namely,
full-fledged custodial (jailing) arrests and searches incident thereto
should be made only where jailing rather than ticketing is justified.
It is tough to argue that a custodial arrest (jailing) for driving
after revocation, as in Robinson, is not justified. Jailing for not having a driver's license in possession, as in Gustafson is a different
manner. Ordinarily, an on-the-spot computer check' to verify that
the driver does have a valid driver's license or adequate identification by the driver should obviate any justification for jailing in such
cases.
It should be noted that for some tactical reason the defendant
in Gustafson did not contest the validity of jailing, rather than ticketing, for the failure to have a driver's license in possession. Justice~ Stewart and Powell in their concurring opinions, as well as
Justice Rehnquist in his majority opinion, acknowledge that the validity of the jailing arrest was not contested and was left for some
future decision.
Defective taillights, or not signaling for a right-hand turn, are
the types of violations which call for ticketing and do not justify fullfledged custodial (jailing) arrests. See State v. Curtis, 290 Minn.
429, 190 N. W. 2d 631 (1971) . The disorderly conduct facts in State v.
Scroggins, _ _ Minn.--, 210 N.W. 2d 55 (August 10 1973)
did justify jailing and a full search consistent with Robin;on and
Gustafson.
If law enforcement officers start jailing for traffic violations
whi~h justify only ticketing, the United States Supreme Court, with
Justices Stewart and Powell and possibly others joining Justices
Ma_rshall, Douglas and Brennan, will hopefully and predictably
strike down any search claimed to be justified by such arrests.
. Our Minnesota Supreme Court would hopefully and predictably do likewise. It could use the search and seizure provisions of
Article I, Section 10 of the Minnesota Constitution as well as the
Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution (as applied
through the due process provision of the Fourteenth Amendment) to
achieve this common sense result.
- C. Paul Jones
State Public 'Defender

phyllis gene iones
Recognition that the Fourth Amendment affords protection of
the public interest as well as the rights of the accused is the thrust
of the recent decision of the United States Supreme Court in the
cases of U.S. v. Robinson and Gustafson v. Florida.
The court held that a full search of a person incident to a lawful custodial arrest is reasonable and that evidence seized is admissible in a criminal prosecution.
"The search incident to arrest is reasonable under the Fourth
Amendment because the privacy interest protected by that constitutional guarantee is legitimately abated by the fact of arrest," Mr.
Justice Powell stated in his concurring opinion in Gustafson.
This is a common-sense resolution to previous unrealistic restrictions in which police having searched incidental to a lawful
arrest were denied use of the evidence obtained because it was
proof of some other crime than that for which the arrest was made.
Prosecutors and law enforcement officers are enabled to more
efficiently and effectively bring to justice persons lawfully arrested
who have evidence of additional crimes on their persons by the ruling that the evidence seized in a lawful custodial arrest for probable

cause is admissible in a trial on a charge other than that for which
the defendant was arrested.
It reiterates the logical conclusion that an officer, being legally present, may take custody of that which is evidence of criminal
activity.
'' A custodial arrest of a suspect based on probable cause is a
reasonable intrusion under the Fourth Amendment; that intrusion
being lawful, a search incident to the arrest requires no additional
justification. It is the fact of the lawful arrest which establishes the
authority to search, and we hold that in the case of a lawful custodial arrest, a full search of the person is not only an exception to the
warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment but is also a 'reasonable' search under that Amendment," said Justice Rehnquist in
Robinson.

See 'Search', page nine

Phyllis G. Jones .
Executive Director,
County Attorneys Council
William Mitchell, Class of '60
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continued from page eight
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The companion cases of Robinson and Gustafson have elicited
much comment over their implications. Since I have spent 30 of the
last 33 years as a law enforcement officer, my comments upon the
decisions will be from this viewpoint.
Some editorial writers have expressed concern that the decisions may mean a further restriction on the rights of our citizens,
that the door has been opened for pretext searches, that every driver is in jeopardy of a full body search at the whim of a police officer.
I do not read cause for any of these concerns in the decisions.
In both cases, a search of the person incidental to arrest for a
traffic violation was made and drugs were found. Both were charged, tried and convicted in the lower courts on the drug charges. It
was argued that the drug seizure was a violation of the arrestees'
Fourth Amendment rights and that evidence of the drugs should
therefore have been suppressed. It was claimed that the search
made incident to arrest should be no greater than that permitted in
the limited search and frisk authorized.in Terry v. Ohio and that it
be justified upon the same basis. This argument was rejected and
the searches and seizures were held permissible.
The search of the person incidental to a lawful arrest and the
frisk of a suspect for a weapon when the officer has him stopped for
investigation of unusual behavior are permitted for two different
reasons. The former is authorized by the lawful arrest, the latter by
the recognized necessity for protection of the investigating officer.
In their decision, the court merely reaffirmed what was first recognized in the Weeks case some 60 years ago and "has remained virtually unchallenged" until now: namely, the right of police to make
a search of a person lawfully arrested and taken into custody. Assuming that such an arrest is lawful, the search that follows is lawful. This is not to say that such a search, lawful in its 9rigin, could
not become unlawful by its intensity or scope. However, this was
not true in either of the instant cases.
I do not agree that the decision now subjects our drivers to
being given a full body search upon the whim of the officer. In Minnesota, our Traffic Code clearly spells out traffic offenses for which
it is required that the violator be taken into custody, and under what
other circumstances a traffic violator may be taken into custody,
entitling the arresting officer to conduct the search. In all other offenses, the violator has a right to be released upon his written promise to appear, and no such search would be authorized.
The decision does not give the officer the right to ransack the
offender's car incident to the arrest. While the area to be searched
incident to the arrest was not an issue in the case, the court nevertheless indicated that they have considered this on numerous occasions previously, and, if I read the decision correctly, the restric-

tions in Chimel v. California still apply.
Will custody traffic arrests be made in instances where the
real purpose is to search an individual who is suspected of unrelated
criminal conduct but whom the officer otherwise has no legal right
to search? The court here points out that there was no evidence of
such circumstances in either case and indicated that the question as
to the validity of such search would be left to be considered at another time.
In Minnesota cases over the past decade, our Supreme Court
has found that such pretext arrests were made in only a very few
cases. Their decisions have made it plain that pretext arrest in
Minnesota will not be tolerated. The vast majority of our officers, I
believe, understand that they cannot accomplish by indirection that
which they cannot do directly.
Robinson and Gustafson are concerned with the narrow issue
of the legality of a police officer making a body search of a person
whom he has taken into custody pursuant to a lawful arrest. Since
this has been recognized as non-violative of the arrestee's rights for
over half a century, I see it authorizing no great change in law enforcement procedure. The decision has, however, put at end argument over whether the evidence seized as a result of the search is
lawfully taken.
I do not mean to imply that there will be no instances of body
searches by the police which may be held to violate the accused's
constitutional rights. There have been some, and there will continue
to be a few. Policemen, like other citizens, make mistakes in judgment. I feel that these mistakes will, in the overwhelming majority
of such cases, be made under pressure of the moment by honest,
dedicated law enforcement officers conscientiously attempting to
discharge their responsibilities.
As we continually state in our Basic Training Classes for new
officers, modern-day law enforcement has no room for individuals
who repeatedly demonstrate that they lack common sense. I also
believe that all but a very minute number of officers abhor those
among them who willfully abuse the constitutional rights of the citizens they serve.
A review of the Minnesota decisions in the area of arrest and
search indicates that our Minnesota officers have done a good job in
the past, and I have no reason to believe that these decisions mean
they will do anything less in the future.
Willard B. Morris
Director of Police Training
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension
William Mitchell, Class of '49
(St. Paul College of Law)

Kuntsler: 'Never Believe What Those In Power Say'
continued from page one

best part of living today in this
marvelous period in our nation's
history, is that the whole structure
is shaking; no one believes government, and as a result are learning
the essential lesson of the retention
of liberty: that you must never be-

Kuntsler:

l

lieve what those in power say, that
you must always distrust them until
your own good sense and intelligence tell you that what they say
may be true, and that you must
always confront and confound
them."
Getting back on track, Kunstler

'We win the legal battles, but the
government wins in the sense
that they tie up their targets,
take them out of circulation, and
stigmatize them.'

emphasized that the criminal law is
used by the government today in
such a manner that the real issue
the government is concerned with.is
not visibly confronted, but the desired result is accomplished.
"To get the Black Panther newspaper off the streets, the government doesn't jail the editors and
shut them down - that's meddling
with free speech." Instead, he said,
the government charges the party
leader with murder, and hopes to
intimidate and incapacitate the party so that it will fold . "If the party
goes, the newspaper goes,' ' he said.
"You're not meddling with free
speech then. You're enforcing criminal laws, and the public 's all for
that. It doesn't matter that you 've
used fraud and deceit and guile to
create the charge in the first
place."
H the government doesn't want a
black, female communist teaching,
they can't just order her in jail for
murder - they utilize the law."
"You don't go after the nuns and
priests and waylay them, or attempt to go through the church to
have them unfrocked. You charge
them with a bizarre and grotesque
plot to kidnap Henry Kissinger and
hold him for ransom." Responding
to the crowd's laughter, Kunstler
said, "That's laughable, but it could
have taken away the better part of
the rest of their lives.
"We win the legal battles," he
said, "but the government wins in
the sense that they tie up their targets, take them out of circulation,
and stigmatize them. "
Then Kunstler made his pitch.

And it was an impressive one. The
students listened intently as he appealed to them. "Because lawyers
understand this process to a large
degree, even though some shy away
from it, and because the contradictions exist whereby an attorney has
maneuverability, they can function
and be valued members of a free
society. In fact, if they're not valued members, there may be no free
society.

'Lawyers . . have the right and
the knowledge to take that one
institution and tie it into knots;
to exploit every contradiction it
offers for things they believe are
true and .iust. That is the reason
to be a lawyer, as far as I'm
concerned.'
"Not that lawyers are answers to
anything and everything," he cautioned, "but they do have the right
and the knowledge to take that one
institution and tie it up into knots;
to exploit every contradiction it offers for things they believe are true
and just. That is the reason to be a
lawyer, as far as I'm concerned, "
he emphasized .
Continuing, he pleaded, " For
God 's sake, get your sights down.
You don't have to judge your value
by the extent of your bank account.
You've got to end forever, those of
you who can think this way, the idea
that your value is judged by dollar
signs.
"But it takes a monumental shift
in direction; it takes an alternative
legal culture, " he said. "Some are

able, because they have a transcendental vision - of something - to
overcome their fears and whistle
past the graveyard." He explained
that many may envision themselves
practicing law on a reservation, and
then after some years thinking of
their classmates secure in the city,
driving late model cars, making
$100,000 per year, and thinking,
"Here I am, growing old on this
reservation, settling tenant and
marital disputes, and I'm going to
die this way."
"But." Kunstler added, "if you
analyze what you could be doing on
that reservation, it may be more
valuable to yourself and to others
than if you stay in the city with your
classmates. That is not an easy
choice, and I don 't want to minimize
or oversimplify it. But it is a choice.
There is an alternative. And you
have to make up your mind:"
He said that such a "worker lawyer" has his problems cut out, because the profession has nothing but
disdain for such an attorney. He
related how the Bar Association had
devoted an entire page in its monthly publication to a scathing attack
on his statement that he represents
only those he loves.
He was roundly applauded when
he replied, "They said I should represent everyone who has the price
to pay - that that's the tradition of
the American Bar. If that's the tradition of the American Bar, I say
-- the American Bar. I'm going to
have my own tradition."
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Deprofessionalize the Law"

Social Scientist Defends Jury Selection Role Basketbal I
continued from page five

by Edward Lief
At the very time when many are
striving for greater professionalism
among lawyers, some are seeking
to "de-professionalize the law."
An example of that was presented
at the Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity's December luncheon meeting. The discussion on the psychology of jury selection evolved into a
spirited exchange regarding basic
concepts of the American legal system.
The speaker, Diane Wiley, an
undergraduate in sociology at the
University of Minnesota, is part of a
volunteer group of social scientists
which aided the defense in selecting
jurors for the Wounded Knee trial in
St. Paul.
She said the use of psychology in
jury selection is " not really that
well developed ; it's just in the beginning stages." Yet she attributes
the success of the defense in numerous "political trials" in part to use
of social science input.
The volunteers survey the voting
population in the area where the
trial is being held. Items checked
include: age, sex, educational levels, "attitude toward authoritarianism," conservative-liberal IJalance,
and attitudes toward the particular
trial.
She said it is unwise to make generalizations from one metropolitan
area to another, or from one rural
area to another. Thus, a separate
survey is conducted for each trial.
The second phase occurs in the
courtroom. As prospective jurors
are questioned, a team of social scientists watches them for "indications of bias, for body language,"
and other such clues. Wiley said
they have to be very careful not to
talk to prospective jurors, so as to

avoid the danger of jury tampering.
At the end of the day the members
of the group discuss their observations, working toward the goal of
obtaining as favorable a jury as
possible.
Why the need for social scientists? Wiley answered: "Lawyers
don't really know how to pick jurors. They operate on a highly emotional level. If an attorney feels this
is a really hot juror, he's probably
wrong." She added, "Your great
lawyers for the most part have been
able to size up people. It's intuitive;
they may not know why. But such
skills are almost a prerequisite to
being a good lawyer."
When the defense lawyers and the
social scientists meet to decide
which of the persons they want as
jurors, each member of the group
gets one vote. Wiley emphasized the
lawyers have no more say than do
the social scientists. She termed
this "an abrogation of power on the
lawyers' part," without which the
social scientists would refuse to get
involved.
Wiley sees this as part of an attempt at "de-professionalization of
law, a move against elitist structures."
The defense attorneys and social
scientists "operate as a collective;
one lawyer doesn't get more prestige than others." She explained,
"People who can' t get rid of their
egos long enough simply leave."
She added, "If Clarence Darrow
can't work collectively, we don't
want him!"
The volunteer social scientists
are "people committed to a certain
kind of politics who want to use the
other skills they have." Hence, the
volunteers do not make representa-

tions as to political objectivity. Wiley commented, "I don't believe
objectivity exists. Any person doing
anything has motives, has reasons.
Besides, the law as it's set up is
hardly objective. ''
In explaining that the volunteers
are from various parts of the country and are able to work well together, Wiley maintained that "the left
is a relatively cohesive group
around the country."
Asserting that "laws really belong to 'the people,' " she said, "the
law is stacked against the poor,
minorities women and the uneducated. Representative government
has been distorted considerably. It's
so stacked up against the defense
it's ridiculous." She added, "Political trials are important now because they are setting a lot of precedents; we just can't have these
precedents of having our civil liberties usurped." The courts, she said,
are "our last chance to get the society together."
Wiley's presentation was met
with numerous critical questions
from the William Mitchell students
and guests present. In particular,
they wanted to know what her aims
are and what potential for abuse
there may be in the use of psychology in jury selection.
As to aims, she initially said the
group wants "a fair jury." When
pressed, she elaborated, "A fair
jury for the most part is one which
will find these people not guilty,
because I don't think they are
guilty."
One person asked her whether the
new approach was an attempt to
subvert the jury system . Wiley,
quite agitated by the question,
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One person asked Wiley what she
would define as subversive. "Subversive are the Weathermen," she
answered.
She had no predictions as to how
social science input might come to
be of use to lawyers in less than
spectacular cases. But she stressed
the volunteer aspect of the work:
"Once you start to institutionalize
something like this, it loses its vitality and becomes part of American
mediocrity."
Asked whether she is concerned
that prosecutors may begin to use
such social science methods, Wiley
replied : " We don't want to resort to
secrecy tactics. If the government
picks up on it, we'll have to try
something else. As it is, the F.B.l.
sends infiltrators in to screw up our
studies and make trouble. But we're
on the up and up." She added, "I'm
sure as hell not going to stop because it may become available to
the government in five years. Who
knows? The government may be
decent by then.''
Wiley frequently referred to an
alleged tendency of prospective
jurors to be biased. ''People tend to
be biased," she said. And at one
point she remarked of herself, "I'm
biased as hell."
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MINORITIES The Paper Chase

LIFE

continued from page two

must conform and enforce certain rights for all. And upon
these rights there must be agreement in law.
The right to life is the first right mentioned in the first
American National Document - The Declaration of Independence. It has been a premise of western law for all the centuries since Rome, and before. Only recently, with advances in
medicine and technology, has there been any real question
about where life begins and where it ends.
In the last analysis, there is no real hope for a stable social order unless there is a standard of reverence for the life
of one's own kind - even to the point of saying that the inconvenience and (in some cases) real suffering of a pregnant
mother is not enough to balance away the life of a child. If, as
I believe, the American people do not accept the Supreme
Court decision, it is a legitimate exercise of the right of petition to try to change it.
Some persons who supported the Equal Rights Amendment - for which I voted - now oppose this resolution, and
are using some of the same spurious reasoning that was used
against the E.R.A. : It will open a Pandora's box ; it will violate our whole legal tradition; it will radically alter the state
of American law.
This Is Nonsense. What this amendment in fact will do is
reaffirm a long-standing legal tradition which the Supreme
Court has upset. And nothing is as certain about American
l~gal history as that the Supreme Court will not abruptly or
radically interpret a new part of the Constitution.
It is argued that this amendment will not stop abortions.
This is true. Neither will the absence of one. The fact that a
law won't completely eliminate a crime obviously does not
invalidate a law or make it a bad one. We do not legalize loansharking, or extortion, or manslaughter, even though there is
an organized underworld dealing in these things. We should
not permit routine abortions either - and this amendment
can retard the routine performance of abortions.
It is argued that some eminent legal scholars are opposed to this amendment. Yes, the legal profession is divided
on the question just as they are on most others. However,
many lawyers who opposed this HouseFiledid so because they
oppose any amendment, which reflects more their view of
abortion than their analysis of the legal problem.
After all the debate, the issue is still only one thing: The
Right to Life! There is no more noble function of law than the
protection of the weak. There is no better way to assure that
protection than by inscribing the basic right to life in our Constitution.

continued from page two
down of the Midwest, all but one of
the law schools had more minority
students than William Mitchell.
Most schools permitted some relaxation in LSAT scores and GPA
standards for admission. Opinion
seemed overwhelmed that special
tutorial programs set up to aid minority students were considered
patronizing, and minority students
resented their being expected to
participate in such programs . It
was suggested that the best source
for reaching potential minority students considering law was contact
through currently enrolled minority
students.
While William Mitchell can never
hope to compete against the big
name law school.;, with their substantial grants and scholarships, in
attracting minority students, we
can provide a good education for
those who find the idea of a night
law school attractive. The philosophy of night law school with its
emphasis on learning the law and
having the chance to apply what one
has learned in a law related full or
part time job has appeal to those
potential minority law students in
the Twin Cities area who may not be
content with present employment.
The biggest draw back to the
Minority Recruitment Committee
in the past has been the lack of minority students on the committee. It
is hoped that any interested minority law students will be able to join
in offering suggestions, or in taking
over the important functions of recruiting. Anyone who is interested
should contact the Chairman Joe
Herbulock, or SBA President Don
Horton.
In the upcoming months , the
committee will be setting up a model program, and will be attempting
to find money that is needed for
recruitment. Also, the Women's
Caucas will have a sub-committee
looking into the possibility of getting more women law students into
William Mitchell.
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Now that the big-time reviewers have had their say and "The Paper
Chase" has finished its run downtown, the time is right for a few comments
in these pages. Not only is the film about law students, but it seems to be
made for us too. Who else but law students can really judge its authenticity
and understand its insights.
Although somewhat exaggerated and over-dramatized, this movie
about a first year Harvard law student from Minnesota , is at its core, a
genuine reflection of the first year experience at any law school. It comes
complete with over-sized classes, scores of drop-outs, course outlines,
study groups, and exam pressure you can really feel.
Best of all, the movie skillfully dissects the ignominious "case-book
method" right at its Harvard Law School birthplace. Who among us. lucky
enough to have experienced Professor Montague, did not cringe when fictional Professor Kingsfield asks unsuspecting student Hart to recite the
facts in Hawkins v. McGee on the first day of contracts class. Who among
us was any better prepared, or any less nervous.
Although some reviewers have concluded that the movie is inauthentic (e.g. Pauline Kaelin the New Yorker, October 29, 1973 at page 153 ),
most law students will agree that it has captured the feel of their unique
experience. But will they also Tecognize the insights that the movie brings
to that expeTience?
In my view, " The Paper Chase" should be both praised and criticized
for its analysis of the politics of the law school.
On the one hand, the film is brilliant in its analysis of the peculiar
relationship between Professor Kiogsfield and student .Hart. lf you let me
humiliate and terrorize you, says the professor then I will turn your brain
of mushinto the brain of a lawyeT. And Hart, for a wh~le, thrives in participating in his own humiliation.
But then cinematic coincidence allows Hart to become romantically
involved with K.ingsfield' s daughter, and slowly he gets a different view of
the professor and the game he plays with the students. The coincidence is
excusable because the daughter is in such a good position to demystify
Kingsfield in the Hart's eyes.
In any case, Hart comes to understand that the fear and humiliation
which characterize the contracts class exist for the benefit of Kingsfield's
ego rather than for the students' academic development. And then Hart can
operate on his own terms rather than Kingsfield's, calling the professor's
bluff in a dramatic classroom confrontation.
On the other hand, the movie should be criticized for not going beyond
the politics of student-faculty relations. We are given no clues as to why
Hart left Minnesota to beat his brains out at Harvard, nor do we know
where he is headed. Does he intend to land a good job with a big firm? Does
he intend to join the Justice Department and prosecute draft resisters and
Indians. The next Ralph Nader or Bill Kuntsler? We don't know what is
going on inside his head.
As a result, when Hart in the end makes his grand gesture of disposing of his grades without opening them, we are at a loss to interpret it. We
can guess, and I can hope, that this signifies that he has decided to forego
competing for the highest possible salary in the shortest possible time.
Maybe he will now consider pra cticing law for other reasons than getting
rich. But we can't say, because director James Bridges has placed his character in a moral and political vacuum.
But whatever its flaws, "The Paper Chase" is a movie all law students should see. It raises questions still unresolved at every law school.
Maybe it will inspire some resolutions.
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Court: lnadmissible
Evidence Now Admissible
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1

continued from page one

1

by Jim Lundin
On January 8, 1974, the Supreme Court of the United States de- liceman violates an individual's Fourth Amendment rights, the Sucided U.S. v. Calandra 42 U.S.L.W. 4104 (1974). The case involved a preme Court cannot allow this action to receive any judicial affirsearch and seizure of alleged loan sharking records found in the mation. To allow government officials the ability to violate the
place of business of the defendant.
Fourth Amendment is to open the door to similar violations against
all citizens of the United States.
Federal agents obtained a search warrant based on "informaThe second point the dissent made pervades the whole writing.
tion derived from statements by confidential informants to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), from physical surveillance con- Justice Brennan saw the Supreme Court as the traditional guardian
ducted by the FBI Agents, and from court authorized electronic of individual civil liberties, not a body measuring how much illegalisurveillance.'' 1 A warrant was issued to discover and seize gam- ty is too much of an injury to an accused's civil liberties.
bling records and paraphernalia. During their three hour search,
the agents found no indication of illegal gambling but they did find
and sieze the alleged loan sharking records.
* * * *

Subsequently, a grand jury was convened and the defendant
was asked questions based on the evidence seized by the agents.
After the defendant invoked his Fifth Amendment rights, the government sought transactional immunity for him pursuant to 18
U.S.C. 2514. The defendant requested and was granted a delay in the
government's hearing on the immunity until he could prepare a
motion to supress the evidence seized in the raid.
On October 1, 1971, the U.S. District Court, N.D., Ohio, E. D. in
In Re Calandra, 332 F. Supp. 737 held that the defendant had a right
to a due process hearing on the legality of the warrant and that the
particular warrant issued lacked probable cause and should fail.
The issue of transactional immunity was mooted. The Court of Appeals affirmed the decision. The Supreme Court granted certiorari.
The basic issue in the case is, where in the criminal justice
system, will the federal judiciary apply the exclusionary rule to
governmental violation of Fourth Amendment rights.
The majority position, written by Justice Powell, is based on
two principles. First, he discussed the wide latitude grand juries
traditionally have had in England and the United States. He used
three cases as support. One dealt with grand jurors' using their personal knowledge of the case to reach a decision, another dealt with
the admissability of hearsay evidence in grand jury proceedings,
and the final one dealt with a violation of a defendant's Fifth
Amendments rights (the grand jury failed to inform him of his
rights) where there was a waiver of them by the defendant's counsel. Costello v. U.S., 350 U.S. 359 (1956), Holt v. U.S., 218 U.S. 245
(1910), and U.S. v. Lawn, 355 U.S. 339 (1958), respectively.

Most of us remember the raucous 1960's. The Black Liberation
and Anti-War movements brought the questions of civil liberties and
civil disobedience before a great number of legal writers. Former
Justice Fortas, in his book Concerning Dissent And Civil Disobedience, said that the State has the right to prosecute and jail citizens
who have broken the law after they receive judicial review and as
long as the State, itself, has obeyed the law and its procedural guarantees. While many felt there was no need to go to jail for violating
a "bad" law, men like Martin Luther King Jr., did go to jail when
the courts found him in violation of valid laws. The people have a
duty to respect the law; i.e., either obey them or accept the consequences. The idea is that a democracy, a rule of men under the law,
will not succeed without respect of the law.
In his dissent, Justice Brennan threw down the gauntlet to the
majority. How can the federal judiciary expect the populus to respect laws when the government, itself, is a criminal? The majority
admits that the search of the defendant's business was unconstitutional, but, they tell us, it doesn't matter. Why? Because the State's
right to investigate crimes and criminals is above the law, or, in
other words, the government's actions here were only a little violation of the Bill of Rights, and judicial application of the exclusion- ·
ary rule would only help a little to insure our individual civil liber-.
ties. "When judges appear to become 'accomplices in willful disobedience of a Constitution they are sworn to uphold, we will imperil
the very foundation of our peoples' trust in their government on
which our democracy rests." 7 Elkins v. U.S., 364 U.S. at 223.

The Supreme Court does not act in a vacuum. The Justices read
newspapers, watch television news shows, and particularly with
the recent appointees, have strong political beliefs. Today, we have
an Executive that asserts "national security" to exempt it from the
Justice Powell states that a grand jury " ... may consider Fourth Amendment prohibitions. There are numerous "Superincompetent evidence, but it may not itself violate a valid privilege, narcs" kicking down doors, threatening innocent people, and, in one
whether established by the Constitution, statutes, or the common case, commandeering a military helicopter (illegal by federal statlaw ... A grand jury supoena duces tecum will be disallowed if it is ute). A former Attorney General of the United States, now under
'far too sweeping in its terms to be regarded as reasonable under indictment, illegally wiretapped citizens, not just "criminals," but ·
the Fourth Amendment.' Hale v. Henkel 201 U.S. 43, 76 (1906) Judi- reporters and friends of governmental officials. In light of this gencial supervision is properly exercised in such cases to prevent the eral assault on the right of privacy and "the right of the people to be
wrong before it occurs."~ (My emphasis.)
secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures," the Supreme Court will now allow
The second argument that the majority used pertained to socie- the State to violate the8 law and thereby begin criminal proceedings
ty's right to ferret out crime, balanced against the deterrent effect against an individual.
the exclusionary rule has on illegal police search and seizures. Justice Powell states " ... the rule's prime purpose is to deter unlawThe majority does not leave Calandra without a remedy. They
ful police conduct and thereby effectuate the guarantee of the tell him if he wishes to protect his Fourth Amendment rights, he
the Fourth Amendment against unreasonable search and seiz- can assert his civil remedies. If the Court means a suit aga_inst an
ures ... " 3 For the majority, the exclusionary rule is a deterrent to individual police official, policemen will no longer be able to zealfuture police activity by supressing illegally seized incriminating ously enforce the law. No one will conduct even a legal search if he
evidence before trial.
sees a possibility of financial ruin for himself and his family.
The Supreme Court, in a recent decision, has expanded the poLooking towards future police actions, Justice Powell asserted lice's ability to conduct legal searches pursuant to "custodial" arthat there will be no substantial increase or decrease in illegal po- rests. In one of the Court's less reassuring concurring opinions, Juslice searches, substantial enough to override the traditional role of tice Powell relates, "I believe that an individual lawfully subjected
Fourth Amendment ina grand jury. "Any incremental deterrent effect which might be to a custodial arrest retains no significant
9
achieved by extending the rule to grand jury proceedings is uncer- terest in the privacy of his person." While we may disagree with
tain at best." 4 He concluded this argument with the assumption, this decision as "bad law", the issue in this case is whether the Su"For the most part, a prosecuter would be unlikely to request an preme Court will allow the State, through its agents, to become a
indictment where a conviction could not be obtained." 5 (My em- criminal in imposing its jurisdiction on an individual. What is the
next step? " ... I am left with the uneasy feeling that today's deciphasis)
sion may signal that a majority of my colleagues have positioned
themselves
to reopen the door still further and abandon all together
On dissent, Justice Brennan, joined by Justices Marshall and
the
exclusionary
rule in search and seizure cases ... Unless we are
Douglas, demonstrated the basic difference between the two philosto
shut
our
eyes
to
the evidence that crosses our desks every day, we
ophies of the court. Speaking to why the Supreme Court fashioned
must concede that official lawlessness has not abated ... " 10
the exclusionary rule, he says, "But curtailment of the evil, if a
consideration at all, was at best only a hoped for effect of the exclusionary rule, not its ultimate objective. Indeed, there is no evidence
that the possible deterrent effect of the rule was given any attention
For the sake of brevity, only direct quotes have been footnoted.
by the judges chiefly responsible for its formulation. Their concern 1. United States v. Calandra, 42 U.S.L. W. 4104, at 4104.
at 4106.
as guardians of the Bill of Rights was to fashion an enforcement tool 3.2. Ibid.,
Ibid., at 4106.
to give content and meaning to the Fourth Amendment guarant- 4. Ibid., at 4108.
5. Ibid., at 4108.
ees.'' 6
The dissent made two points: As to the issue at hand, the federal judiciary is not to become an accomplice to a crime. When a po-

I

6. Ibid., at 4109.
7. Ibid., at 4111
-8. Ibid., at 4112.
9. Gustafson v. Florida, 14 Cr. L. 3056, at 3058.
10. Op. Cit., at 4112.

preventive law. In some ways it is
analogous to Moot Court, except
that the skill tested is counseling
rather than appellate argument. At
a time when interest in both clinical
tools in legal education and preventive law as a substantive area is
growing, this competition fills a
real need. The competition tries to
simulate a real law firm consultation as closely as possible. A typical
client problem is selected and a
person acting the role of the client
is briefed on his part. Before the
day of the actual competition, students, who work in pairs, receive a
very brief memo concerning the
problem. This data is equivalent to
what a secretary might be told
when the client calls to make an
appointment. The students are
asked to prepare a preliminary
memorandum based on the problem
as it is then understood.
Before the -competition, the
judges receive a memorandum concerning the problem. They, then,
observe the whole interview.
The competition began early Saturday morning with the teams competing in semi-finals competition.
The problem which the teams dealt
with was counseling a middle aged
man with two children and a wife,
who wished to write a will.
The students had to prepare a
preparatory memorandum for the
judges, then counsel the client for a
half hour. The preparatory memorandum was supposed to show what
factual inquiry was needed to supplement the brief memo from the
attorneys secretary, the probable
legal issues to be dealt with, any
problems that the client might have
and alternative courses of action for
the client.
The morning judges were Everett
Drake, William Wallman, Irene
Scott, and John W. Rogers, all local
attorneys. The Wisconsin and Iowa
teams were chosen for the final
competition to determine which
team would go to the National Semifinals before everyone adjourned to
the Lexington Motel restaurant for
a luncheon.
At the Lexington, Municipal
Judge Patrick Fitzgerald welcomed
the guests to Minnesota, and gave
an enlightening speech about his
recent trip to the "holy land" - Ireland! He commended the LSD Client Counseling Competition as a
way law schools can emphasize the
practical aspect of the legal profession. Judge Fitzgerald entertained
the group with his witty stories of
events during his former practice
and ended with a quotation from
Judge Learned Hand on the incomprehensible mysticisms of the tax
code.
The final competition consists of
an hour, with the first 45 minutes
devoted to an interview with the
client (during which the students
are expected to elicit the rest of the
relevant information, propose a
solution or outline what further research would be necessary). Then
the students can use the last quarter
of the hour to confer between themselves and verbally prepare a postinterview memorandum. This
memorandum can be used to explain to the judges why the students
handled the interview as they did.
The afternoon final competition
involved the same problem as the
morning's semi-final, but the client's wife came along for the interview to add a few new problems for
the "attorneys." The afternoon
judges were attorneys Nellie Miner,
Gordon V. Johnson, and Richard F.
Sachs. The winning team was the
University of Wisconsin's Walsh
and Natwick.
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Curriculum Committee Struggles
Trustees Considering Merger With St. Thomas Over Seniors' Petition
Also May Cut Enrollment or Expand Facilities

By Allan Shapiro

On Monday evening December 17.
eight members of the Board of
Trustees of William Mitchell College of Law were given a tour of the
school facilities . The Student Bar
Association invited the trustees to
visit while classes were in session.
The purpose of the tour was to provide the trustees with a first-hand
view of the overcrowded conditions
and accentuate the need for prompt
action to alleviate the problem.
The trustees inspected the library, lounge, faculty offices and classrooms in the 2100 Summit Avenue
building and at St. Thomas College.
After the tour. a special meeting of
the Board of Trustees was conducted . The trustees were in unanimous
agreement that a "crisis situation"
existed . However. the only action
taken at the meeting was the selection of a committee to meet with
Monsignor Murphy, president of St.
Thomas. to discuss the availability
of additional classrooms which
could be rented by William Mitchell.
The meeting with Msgr. Murphy
and his staff was held on Monday,
January 21. 1974. Four trustees ,
Judge Hachey, Harry Holtz. Richard Moore. and Cyrus Rachie,
along with Dean Heidenreich. represented William Mitchell. Monsignor Murphy revealed that St.
Thomas was considering certain
courses of action which, if taken,
would prevent St. Thomas from
being a part of any long range solution to William Mitchell's problem.
These possibilities included becoming a co-educational institution,
expanding the school 's MBA program. which would result in the increased use of their classrooms dur:
ing the evening, and establishing
their own law school. The possibility of a merger or affiliation between St. Thomas and William

SEC
General
Counsel
Speaks

To
Mitchell
Class
by Dale Wolf

Mitchell was also discussed. Before
the meeting was completed, Monsignor Murphy assured the trustees
that if any of these changes come
about, this year's freshmen will not
be affected, but that no guarantees
could be made beyond that.
On January 28, a special meeting
of the Board of Trustees was held to
hear the committee' s report and
consider possible solutions to the
physical facilities problem. Judge
Hachey delivered the report of the
committee and also read the contents of a letter he received from
Donald Horton, SBA president. The
letter contained the recommendations of Horton, alumni coordinator
Bobbie Keller. student Greg Isaacson and attorney Bill Cosgrave, who
has considerable fund raising experience. The group was pessimistic
about an alumni drive generating
sufficient funds to support the cost
of a new or additional facility but
thought it might be advisable to
hire a full time alumni director to
manage a continuing fund drive.
After much discussion, the trustees agreed that the president of the
Board, William Abbott, should appoint a committee to, "(1) exhaust
the possibility of a consolidation or
other working agreement with St.
Thomas; (2) examine the feasibility
of raising money to build or acquire
additional facilities, including consideration of the question of the
creation of a full-time alumni director whose responsibility would be to
raise funds; and (3) to examine the
possibility of cutting back the present student body and remaining in
the present facility."
President Abbott appointed Andrew Johnson, Paul Kramer, Ronald Hubbs and Cyrus Rachie to the
committee, with Judge Hachey
serving as chairman. In additign,
the Dean and the president will
be ex-officio members.
The first meeting of the commit-

tee took place on Thursday evening,
February 7. On the 21st, the committee was to get together with the
Trustees of St. Thomas College to
examine the possibility of consolidation.
The committee will also be investigating the cost of constructing an
addition to the present facility.
Foundations are being contacted,
but grants for " brick and mortar"
are harder to come by than grants
for programs. The school could borrow three million dollars tomorrow,
but the trustees aren't sure we
would be able to pay the money
back.
After years of making do with the
overcrowded and poorly lit classrooms at St. Thomas, William
Mitchell College of Law is faced
with a situation that cannot be
patched up and forgotten about for
another few years. Something must
be done to provide more space or
next year's freshman class will
have to be cut to 100 students. Such
a move would also necessitate a tuition hike to cover the decreased
revenues from 200 fewer students.
To the present and future students
of William Mitchell, that alternative is totally unsatisfactory.
Then why don't we retain our independent status and build an addition to the present structure? The
answer, according to the Trustees,
is simple: money. Not just a lack of
money, but the lack of any hope of
raising the money.
It is ironic that a prep school in
St. Paul (St. Paul Academy) can
raise eight million dollars, but a law
school in the same area with nearly
3,000 living alumni practicing a lucrative profession, cannot be expected to come up with two and onehalf to three million dollars over an
extended period.

Professor Walter Anastas' class in Securities Regulation was honored January 17, with a guest appearance by Mr. Lawrence Nerheim, General Counsel for the Securities and Exchange Commission, Washington,
D.C.
Nerheim addressed himself mainly to a topic which is of vital concern to all of the practicing bar, the developing and expanding liabilities of
lawyers under the securities laws. Nerheim' s comments were of particular
importance since his office is responsible for conducting the disciplinary
proceedings against lawyers in connection. with their liability under the
Secur ities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.1
A maj or issue currently pending litigation 2 is how to resolve the apparent conflict an attorney faces between keeping the confidences of his
corporate client and the duty the S.E.C . claims he has of taking affirmative
action to protect the investing public if the attorney has learned of inaccurate or misleading information used by his client.
Mr. Nerheim felt that in the field of securities especially, an attorney
has a duty not only to his client, but also to the general investing public who
often rely directly or indirectly on opinions of such an attorney.
He contrasted the extent of the potential impact a single attorney
could have on the public in helping a client prepare a federal income tax
return, with overseeing the preparation of material in connection with a
public offering of stock. In his view , an attorney who has no active involvement or participation in a potentially fraudulent action by a corporate client, but who learns of such a situation, may still be an aider and abettor of
that fraud if he remains silent and allows a resulting transaction to be completed.
He feels that the requirement of affirmative action being alleged by
the S.E.C. is not new or unique to the securities field. He believes that it is
applied in fact to all attorneys generally, under D.R. 7-102 (B ) (1) of the
Code of Professional Responsibility.
Mr. Nerheim also commented on the general structure and function
of the General Counsel's office, and on the wide variety of matters that
come to the attention of bis office each day. He also participated in a question and answer session with the students at the close of his comments.

After a series of parliamentary
moves and counter-moves, the Curriculum Committee has decided to
grant a petition to award a group of
approximately 17 seniors two more
credit hours for a course completed
in the second semester of last year.
In a petition authored by Tina
Isaac, the seniors who took the first
misdemeanor clinical course offered at Mitchell, requested the
award of credits on the theory that
the same misdemeanor course,
presently taught, carries four credits, while they received only two
credits for last year's course. There
was no controversy over the fact
that the two courses required substantially the same amount of classroom and clinical work.
There was a great deal of controversy, however, when senior Tom
Miller appeared before the Committee on Friday, February 8, to argue
the merits of the petition. After
lengthy debate, the Committee
deadlocked in a tie, with faculty
members William Green, Joe Daly
and Roger Haydock voting to deny
the petition, and Professor Michael
Steenson joining student members
Joe Marshall and Greg Gaut in voting for it. Faculty member Richard
Sachs, who would have broken the
tie, was absent.
At this point, Committee Chairperson Roger Haydock moved to
deny senior Greg Gaut the right to
vote on the issue, since Gaut was
one of those seniors who stood to
gain the two credits, because he had
taken the course. Gaut had previously disclosed his possible conflict of interest to the committee,
but had decided not to abstain because he felt to have done so would
have cut student representation in
half and disenfranchised the senior
class. Haydock's motion failed four

"Every Student
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-David A. Heider, President
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2. Mr. erheim of course could not comment on any cases currently pending,
however, everyone involved in the securities area has been keeping an eye on the
pending case of S.E.C. vs. National Student Markeli:ng Corporation, et al, (Dist.
D.C., Civil Action No. 225-72 1. That case named several prominent attorneys in the
securities field as defendants and alleges that such attorneys had the duty to insist
their clients revise their financial infonnation and resolicit the shareholders and, if
lhe clients would.not t.o "cease representing their respective clients and, under the
circumstances, notify the plaintiff Commission.''

to two, as only Professor Green
joined him in supporting it.
In a further effort to break the
tie, Chairperson Haydock moved
that the committee request SBA
President Don Horton to replace
Gaut with another student who had
no conflict, for the purpose of the
vote on the petition. This motion
passed five to one, with only Gaut
voting against it, and the committee
then adjourned until the following
Tuesday, February 12.
On the next day, following the
committee's first meeting, its request appeared on the SBA Board of
Governor's agenda. Ruling that a
conflict of interest did appear to be
present, SBA president Don Horton
appointed Brian Brown to replace
Gaut for the limited purpose of vots
ing on the petition. But the Board
then overrode Horton's appointment and further resolved that it
found any action inappropriate
since the Curriculum Cammi ttee
itself had voted not to deny Gaut his
vote, and thus left the SBA Board
without jurisdiction to intervene.
As a result, Gaut was allowed to
return to the committee and vote on
the petition.
At the meeting, Gaut assured the
members that he would not drop a
course if the two credits were allowed, and therefore would not benefit. Clinical professors Rosalie
Wahl and Robert Oliphant pointed
out that students that year had probably done more work than subsequent classes, because they assisted
in setting the Clinical Program up.
Dick Sachs emphasized that
whatever the committee decided
should not be looked upon as setting
a precedent, and that any such case
in the future would be considered on
its own merits.
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1919: The Demise of the Diploma Privilege
by Duane Galles
As this year's William Mitchell
graduates struggle desperately for
eleventh hour approval of the diploma privilege in Minnesota, they
no doubt look wistfully to their
brothers of the class of 1919, who
were the last William Mitchell class
to enjoy the Minnesota diploma
privilege.
It was abolished in 1917 (with an
exemption for law students already
matriculated) after a quarter century of existence. The Minnesota
State Bar Association was one of its
chief opponents and for years lobbied for its demise. Born in 1891 in
the days of laissez faire when professional entrance standards were
lenient lest the country be deprived
of ' little Lincolns' who lacked
formal schooling, the diploma privilege to progressive reforming lawyers appeared merely an abettor of
ignorance and incompetence in the

legal profession. The diploma privilege was accorded in 1891 to all
graduates of the University of Minnesota Law School (established
three years earlier) and in 1901, following the founding of William
Mitchell's predecessor, the St. Paul
College of Law, to all graduates of
any Minnesota law school which
required high school graduation as a
prerequisite, had a three year
course of study taught by at least
ten competent instructors, and obtained the approval of the Supreme
Court.
In 1914, the State Bar's Committee on Legal Education presented a
report on professional education in
Minneso~. The Committee (which
included the reforming Dean Vance
of the University law school and Mr.
Justice Hallam, instructor and later
Dean of the St. Paul College of Law,
showed that medicine, dentistry,

Not For Women

Only

by Linda Olup
The role of the woman in Western society has changed significantly
in the last five years .. o longer are a woman's horizons limited to the
Kinder Kirche, Kuecbe of the Old World. Many women are now opting for
advanced education and are seeking a place in professions previously
closed to them.
One of the institutions that has felt the impact of the new stretching
power of women is the law school. Law schools in all parts of the country
are receiving significantly more applications from women than in previous
years. The lnstitutions have begrudgingly begun to respond, and in each
first year class there appear more female faces.
As women adjust to their new capacity they begin to feel comfortable
in their surroundings and start to assert their presence. The start of the
Women's Rights Law Review at Rutgers University and the development
of women' s law caucuses are evidence that women law students are actively concerned about themselves and their position in relation to the profession of law.
The law school as an institution of legal education is serving in an intermediary position, linking the traditional attorney with the youthful idealism of the law student. It is serving as the place in which the transformation from citizen to lawyer is begun. As such, it is therefore appropriate
that it now becomes the vehicle from which will come the start of a new
consciousness; an awareness of the discriminatory attitude towards women that remains embodied in the law; a deleterious attitude which needs to
be recognized as such if the stigma of womanhood is to be removed.
The process of raising the consciousness of a large population is a difficult one. particularly so if the population is composed of law students. The
inherently conservative and competitive nature of the law student coupled
with the instinct for success makes him an unlikely subject for attitudinal
change. It is therefore necessary to first understand the nature , fears and
disposition of the law student if one is to develop a program of education
that will not alienate or frighten him away before it has had the opportunity
to introduce him to the subject.
The next step is to develop various programs of education that will
allow students to seek their own level at their own pace, without imposing
on their own personal needs.
Education to the problems that women face in making legal transactions, obtaining legal counsel and representation and in working as lawyers within the community can be achieved through the use of symposiums,
lectures, courses and workshops.
The immediate need for education on the subject of women and the
law can be accomplished by timely workshops that a llow for active group
participation, and lectures and symposiums that are designed to isolate and
discuss a particular area fnr which various speakers with the appropriate
expertise can be obtained.
The development of a course on women and the law should be dealt
with as a long-range objective. A thorough analysis of possible course content should be made after which a careful structure should be designed to
maximally expose students to the subject matter. A selective standard
should be developed to insure that the course content and instructor are
capable of presenting an overall and unbiased view on the subject.
Simultaneously with education there should be developed a group or
caucus, designed to actively participate in elevating and equalizing the position of women in the law. This caucus should reflect the needs of women
in relation to the law and should encourage and support the advancement of
women in the profession. A Women's Law Caucus should allow its name not
to reflect its membership but rather its goals, for to limit membership to a
particular gender is reverse discrimination and imposes a boundary of the
very sort that it should be striving to eliminate. Membershlp or participation should be based only on a genuine concern for the equality of women
and men in the legal profession.
Understanding and eliminating the discriminatory nature of the law
towards women is not a task solely for women. To imply such would be erroneous and misleading. Women comprise 51 % of the general population
and less than 15% of the William Mitchell student population. It is a task for
both the men and women at William Mitchell.
The time has come where we, as students of law, must remove the
gender from our egos and deal with human beings, not just men and women, if justice is to be served. This cannot be achieved unless both sexes recognize that the discrimination against one sex is ultimately deleterious to
advancing the positions of both.

so resolved in 1914, 1915, 1916 and
1917. In 1917, the legislature complied with the profession's request.
The matter had come to a head in
1916. That year the Bar Examiners
noticed that not all subjects which
they were prescribed by the Supreme Court to examine were required, or even taught, at all Minnesota law schools. Sensing the injustice of a double standard, the Examiners asked the Supreme Court to
order all schools to teach the prescribed subjects. The Court seemed
loath to act and thus the legislature
took the bull by the horns and abolished the privilege entirely.
That seemed a notable reform to
the Progressives, for it ended a system which appeared to permit multiple bar admission standards,
while giving wealthier students who
could pay three years of law school
fees an unfair advantage. F. B. Tiffany, then Registrar of the St. Paul
College of Law, noted in the 1917
student annual that the College " has
always advocated this change in the
law, which places all applicants for
admission to the bar upon the same
footing."
To students facing the bar examination in 1974, the 1917 report of the
Legal Education Committee will
appear wryly prophetic. The committee noted that in the diploma
privilege era rather more than hall
of the new Minnesota lawyers were
admitted to practice without examination. They concluded therefore
that with abolition of diploma privilege the number of examination
candidates would double. They
feared Examiners would be overworked and delays would result . . .

nursing and veterinary medicine which, for effect, they called horsedoctoring - all required a uniform
examination after graduation from
an appropriate school. Horseshoeing also required an examination
after a three year apprenticeship
with a master blacksmith. In law,
however, admission was either by
diploma from a Supreme Courtapproved law school or by examination after three years study in a law
office. If the examination candidate
lacked a high school education, the
Law Examiners stood ready to quiz
him in composition, history and Latin.
The upshot was (argued the
Committee) that there were as
many different ·standards for admission to the Bar in Minnesota as
there were law schools, which then
numbered four. Their rhetoric also
attempted to suggest that Minnesotans took better care of their horses
than of their legal interests. The
Committee thought the Minnesota
rule "unique in the United States in
its liberality when it is remembered
that any three persons, whether
lawyers or not, are entitled to
(start) a law school with a highsounding name (and no facilities) ;
and that lawyers can seldom resist
an insistent invitation to come
around and deliver a lecture or so to
the boys (putting) them on the faculty list; and that the Supreme
Court naturally objects to making
invidious distinctions (in granting
its approval), we can readily see
that the diploma privilege in Minnesota . . . has now extended far beyond the limits of reason ... it
should be abolished." The State Bar
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Mobile School of Law
continued from page seven
nent educational crisis. Well, that crisis did not materialize until 1976.

'Well, if the busing program does not pan out by the end of the decade, the Board may reconsider . . .'
S No. 13: What future plans do the Trustees have to resolve the space
problem?
CC: The Board plans to meet sometime this year and look into the
alleged space problem to determine whether such a problem does in fact
exist.

Schoen: 'Communities Can Do A
Better Corrections
Job'
by
Schleh

~eanne
Mr. Schoen, a native of Minnesota, began working for the Department of
Corrections in 1957. He served as a field parole agent, superintendent of the Youth
Vocational Center, and superintendent of the Home School. After a 3-year stint as
executive director of PORT, he became assistant commissioner of corrections. He
was named commissioner in January 1973. He holds a masters degree in social work
from the University of Minnesota.

To many, the position of Commissioner of Corrections, with the fire it
almost inevi~bly draws from liberals and conservatives alike among criminal justice personnel, legislators, citizens and inmates, is an unenviable
one. Hostility does wear a person down, conceded Commissioner Kenneth
F. Schoen in an interview, but there is satisfaction in helping to bring about
S No. 13: Why the Board' s reluctance to tackle this problem head on significant social change.
Schoen's own philosophy of corrections, as he sees it, is in the healthy
and to acquire much needed new facilities?
CC: Acquiring new facilities would cost a good deal of money, easily middle ground. "I feel no great anger toward offenders - I'm not of the
school that simply wants to extrude the irritant," he said, " but I have no
several million, and probably over 3 million dollars.
great identification with offenders either." He hopes that stance will win
S No. 13: Well, why not initiate a fund raising campaign to obtain support from both liberals and conservatives for changes he considers essential to corrections in Minnesota.
some initial funds for a building program?
His goals?
CC: The Board considered that approach but rejected'the idea as too
- To deinstitutionalize corrections.
costly. It costs money to mount a fund raising campaign, you know.
- To expand community-based
S No.13: Yes, but.
corrections and, as a result, decentralize the
CC: Pardon?
Department of Corrections.
- To build the necessary constituency
S No.13: Nothing. Nothing at all.
within
the state to accomplish both of these
S No. 1: Well, here, it seems to me that if the alumni knew of the
goals.
school's plight, some would donate their money and volunteer their time to
Of the Department of Corrections'
help resolve this severe problem. After all, their professional reputations
annua l $26 million budget, approximately
will be affected by the poor reputation of this school. The alumni - along
with us and with the community - have a strong interest in seeing that this
70% is currently being spent on institutions.
school continues to provide a quality education and maintains high profesSchoen hopes over the long run to see the 70%
sional standards. A well-conceived and well publicized fund raising cam,, spent instead on community-based correcpaign among the alumni, community leaders, and even the Trustees themtions.
Institutions, he feels , should be reselves, would raise a significant portion of the money necessary to acquire
rved for those offenders who can't be confacilities.
oiled and treated in the community. They
CC: Well, if the busing program does not pan out by the end of this
re necessary to contain the dangerous and
decade, the Board may reconsider taking that approach.
to punish the competent who choose to operate outside the law. But they do
No further questions?
not remedy the emotional illnesses or social deficiencies that are the problems of most offenders.
Thank you for coming to Moorhead. While this first year class of 13 is
Recent problems at St. Cloud and Stillwater with inmates and guards
smaller in size than previous classes, we know that statistically 10112. of you · are to be taken seriously but also to be expected, according to Schoen. " We
will graduate. Now we will all leave and cycle up the North Shor_e to Grand are operating in 19th Century-style facilities in which old corrections methMarais for tomorrow's first legalized marijuana tasting party, where the ods no longer work or are desirable." The civil rights movement has
new school song will be introduced : ' 'The Night the Lights Went Out at brought with it prisoners' rights (a bill of rights for prisoners is before the
Mitchell. "
Legislature). Courts have intervened by decision, and inevitably so, Schoen
believes, to bring due process to the prisons. The disproportionately large
minority populations in prisons are raising questions and are "understandably paranoid." The result is that institutions no longer have unlimited
power over inmates, and they can no longer be run as if they do.
None of this, stresses Schoen, is radica I thinking. Prisons are simply
reflecting a changed society; but it all makes everyone in institutions less
secure, from the warden on down. He discounts reports that guards have
by the S. Y. B. * COMMITTEE
lost control at the institutions. While that feeling is to be found among some
* SUPPORT YOUR BOARD
guards, it is, he says, "by no means unanimous. " There is also a new breed
of guard, a guard playing a different role and better prepared to deal with
The Trustees wh;h to thank whoever wrote the Sputnik article for a the changing nature of prisons.
humorous. though largely irrelevant, piece of pure fiction. That state of
More important than changing institutions, in Schoen s view, is deinaffairs will simply never come about. In any event, there is no reason why stitutionalizing corrections. "Crime," says Schoen, "is a by-product of the
the students at Mitchell should worry, since they will all be gone, one way community and must ultimately be solved in the community." Most offendor another, in 3-'h years. And when they graduate, or otherwise depart, they ers and their communities will benefit by alternatives to institutionaliwm invariably join in the local legal pastime of ignoring the legal institu- zation that keep the offender in touch with the community from which he
tion frnm which they graduated. Some alumni now protect themselves by comes and to which he will return.
saying ' 'It wasn t like that when I was there, • omitting the, 'It was
The 1973 Legislature recognized this need by passing what Schoen
worse. "
terms "a major piece of social legislation." The act, for which Schoen lobbied bard, authorizes state subsidies to local units of gove.r nment for experimental community-based correctional programs devised and controlled
'When spring arrives, the trustees plan to purchase four circus locally and designed for local offenders.
~ents, which will be placed on the Summit Avenue Boulevard . . .'
One or more contiguous counties having an aggregate population of at
least 30,000 can qualify by establishing an advisory board to plan and administer these services and by preparing a comprehensive corrections
Action has now been taken to solve the alleged space problem. The plan. The advisory committee, consisting of no more than 17 members, is to
boiler room has been cleaned and now provides study space and a potential have local representatives of law enforcement, prosecution, defense, the
lounge area for four more students. In addition, when spring arrives, the judiciary, education, corrections, minorities, social services and lay citiTrustees plan to purchase four circus tents which will be placed on the zens. To qualify for the subsidy , the local committee_ plan must be apSummit Avenue boulevard, providing the necessary zoning variance is ob- proved by the Commissioner. The Commissioner also sets rules and guidetained from the City of Saint Paul This is obviously a practical and imme- lines and provides consulting and technical assistance to counties interestdiate solution, and much more preferable to the busing program mentioned ed in developing community corrections. Once approved, programs are
in the Sputnik article. In truth and in fact, the Trustees never seriously con- subject to the Commissioner's periodic review.
sidered busing students, since it would be only a short term solution to a
long term problem. In addition, several of the Trustees felt and continue to
The subsidy must be used for additional correctional programs.
feel quite strongly that such a solution would be unconstitutional under the Counties may not diminish their current level of spending for corrections.
first, eighth, or thirteenth amendments.
Participating counties will contract with the Department of Corrections for
services not available in the community, such as institutionalization.
The law school boom cannot and will not last forever. The Trustees
The 1973 Legislature allocated $1.5 million for the current biennium
do not want to saturate the labor market with lawyers so that the utility of a
law degree will be zero and of a Mitchell degree minus 16 on the absolute to begin pilot community correctional program_ in four counties : Dodge
scale. To solve the present job market problem, the Trustees have voted to Olmsted, Ramsey and. Crow Wing. These funds will not cover the start-up
initiate next Fall at Mitchell a joint degree program. Students will be per- costs, but the act also aufhorizes the Commissioner to transfer departmenmitted to combine their law degrees with an advanced degree in cosmetolo- tal savings resulting from community corrections efforts into the commugy, agronomy or kung fu, in conjunction with the Ying Yang AD Purpose nity corrections fund. Eventual -statewide implementation of community
corrections is estimated to cost $15 million.
School on Hennepin Avenue.

Rebuttal To The Sputnik Art ·, CIe

Finally, informed sources close to the Trustees have told us that,
, ,'muld the unfounded criticism continue, the Trustees may get teed off and
resign. Presently, several of the Trustees do not leave their homes at night,
fearful of being confronted with the snide question , " Are you really a trustee of THAT law school?" After all, the Trustees have their own reputations to consider.
In closing, those of us on the S.Y.B. Committee have faith and confidence in the Trustees, knowing they will continue to move forward with all
deliberate speed.

The real benefits of the programs are expected to accrue as neighboring counties begin to contract for the vastly expanded community correctional services available in qualifying counties. Olmsted is·already providing such services to Dodge.
The amount of funds each county may qualify for will be determined
by an equalization formula based on per capita income, taxable value,
amount spent on corrections in previous years and the number of people in
the ~30 age group.
See 'Schoen', page sixteen
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ABA Spearheads
Legal 'Cleanup'
The Watergate affair has created
a demand by the legal profession for
much greater enforcement of lawyer ethics and standards of competency, the president of the American Bar Association recently said.
Chesterfield H. Smith said the
profession , spearheaded by the
ABA, "will move far beyond the
limited problems of Watergate and
establish stronger disciplinary procedure s throughout the United
States."
He noted that the profession already has taken "strong steps to
remove the stain of Watergate" by
taking disciplinary action against
those lawyers involved.
As examples, he noted the
following:
*G. Gordon Liddy has been disbarred by the New York Court of
Appeals.
*John W. Dean III has been suspended from legal practice by the
District of Columbia Court of Appeals, pending a further order of the
court.
*The State Bar of California has
opened disciplinary investigative
files on Richard M. Nixon, John D.
Ehrlichman, Donald H. Segretti ,
Herbert M. Kalmbach, Gordon G.
Strachan and Robert Mardian.
*The State Bar of Washington is
investigating Erlichman and Egil
Krogh.
The ABA president said that authority for lawyer discipline and
licensing rests solely with the states
where a lawyer is admitted to practice. "Neither the American Bar
Association nor any other national
group bears any authority to discipline lawyers at the national level, "
he pointed out.
Nevertheless, he said, the ABA
has assumed leadership as the national coordinator and resource
center for the states in efforts by
the legal profession to improve
lawyer discipline.
He said several states, including
Iowa, Michigan and Minnesota, already are including laymen in their
disciplinary programs.
Smith concluded, "Professional
status as a member of the bar
should be a stamp of integrity and a
signal to the public that a lawyer
adheres to higher principles and. if
he fails to do so that he will be
removed from that profession by his
peers. "
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OPINION

Mitchel I Student Working
With Wounded
Knee Defense
by
Jeanne Schleh

A year ago, David Cohoes' preoccupations were about the same as
those of most other Mitchell freshmen. When members of the American Indian Movement (AIM), now
on trial in St. Paul, began the occupation of Wonded Knee last February, he was sympathetic but not
involved.
A year later, after spending the
summer in South Dakota for the
Wounded Knee Legal Defense/Offense Committee, Wounded
Knee and the movement it represents have become the focus of his
life. He lives with other members of
the Committee, and he spends his
days and nights indexing evidence
for the case, helping prepare motions, raising funds, lining up other
volunteers, stuffing envelopes - or
whatever else is necessary. On the
side, he's a second year student at
Mitchell, studying property, corporations, income tax and the Uniform Commercial Code.
Wounded Knee, a hamlet of a few
buildings on the Pine Ridge Reservation in southwestern South Dakota, was occupied by AIM from February 27 to May 8 last year to bring
national attention to the effects of
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) control of life on the reservation, to the
allegedly corrupt administration of
the elected tribal president, to the
exploitive practices of the white
trading post owner at Wounded
Knee, and to protest racism in
South Dakota generally.
In the siege which ensued between federal officers and the Indians, the trading post was burned
down, property was damaged, thousands of rounds of ammunition were
fired and two Indians died. AIM
leaders and some 200 other Indian
defendants have been charged with
criminal acts arising out of the occupation.
As a student member of the National Lawyers Guild, Cohoes first
became interested in Wounded
Knee at a guild fund-raiser. The
group was addressed by St. Paul
attorney Ken Tilsen who had gone to
Wounded Knee at the beginning to
see if he could help, was appalled by
conditions on the reservation, and
has devoted most of his professional
time since to the defense.
Cohoes applied for a summer internship sponsored by the Law Students Civil Rights Research Council, affiliated with the Guild, to assist on the case in South Dakota. He
spent the summer commuting from
the Committee's Rapid City headquarters, where all the files were
and where all the legal research
was done, to the reservation some
130 miles away.
He was thrust into the heart of
the conflicts surrounding Wounded
Knee at once. His first assignment
was to interview Pedro Bissonette,
an Oglala Lakota (Sioux), born and
raised on the Pine Ridge Reservation, and to help prepare a bill of
particulars on a pre-Wounded Knee
case concerning assault of a federal
officer. Bissonette had been the one
to ask outside AIM leaders to help
the tribe in its struggle for reforms
on the reservations. A few days later, Bissonette was found in the Badlands where he had been left to die
by the 'goons' auxiliary police hired
by the elected tribal president, Dick
Wilson, who sees AIM and its reform efforts as a threat to his authority and power. By October, Bissonette was de.ad, shot by BIA
agents when he allegedly resisted
arrest. The grand jury did not indict.
Bissonette' s story was Cohoes'
introduction to two of the conflicts
behind Wounded Knee - the intratribal struggle and the struggle
against BIA control.
A second project related to a preWounded Knee protest at Custer,

J

S.D., on February 6, 1973, introduced him to a third - racism in
South Dakota. The immediate cause
of that protest was two recent murder cases in Custer. A young Indian
man had been charged under constitutionally questionable circum·
stances with first degree murder ot
a white man. At about the same
time a white man was charged with
second degree manslaughter of an
Indian. It was, in the view of the:
protesters, a particularly blatant
example of unequal protection ot
the law. A riot ensued between the:
police and the Indians and the Custer Courthouse was burned down.

COHOES

To consider indictments against the
Indians, the first state grand jury in
40 years was called. Cohoes found
himself studying Charles Garry's
"Minimizing Racism in Jury
Trials" in preparation. In another
incident that summer, a white man
bull-whipped two Indians down the
main street of Custer. The two Indians were charged with disorderly
conduct and public intoxication. The
white man was not charged. The
local justice of the peace reluctantly dismissed the charges when AIM
lawyers turned up to argue the case.
Racism in Custer, according to
Wounded Knee attorney Mark Lane,
is stronger than what he had found
in Alabama and Mississippi in the
early sixties.
Yet another dimension of the
Wounded Knee conflict. as Cohoes
sees it, (and the one most difficult
to substantiate) is what strikes the
outsider as an almost paranoid suspicion of the FBI. Cohoes feels the
FBI sees AIM as they saw the Black
Panthers or the anti-war movement, a threat to national security,
and they want it eliminated at any
cost. The outsider can't help but be
a little skeptical about the FBI
agent-behind - every-bush theory.
Can it be in part the result of total
saturation in the movement and
insulation from outside influence
perspectives? But listening to the
narrative of Cohoes' experiences

(the interview took place at a cheap
downtown bar to avoid agents lurking elsewhere) - months of being
followed, harrassed, having one's
phone tapped - one can't help but
be impressed by the cumulative effect of evidence, however selective
and subjective.
The Pine Ridge Reservation is
home for 13,000 Oglala Lakota, 4,000
of whom live in the only town of any
size, also called Pine Ridge. The
town is controlled by Wilson with
the support of the white economic
interests who own all of the businesses in the town. Wilson, as the
elected president, is the representative of the reservation to the BIA,
and in turn can allocate some federal funds on the reservation. Desperately-needed new housing is being
built with HUD funds. The contracts, under Wilson's administration, have gone to white contractors
in Rapid City who are building cluster housing, "instant slums," Cohoes calls them. The BIA holds all
the land· in trust for the tribe. It is
parceled out to the individual Indian
families except for what is leaved to
white ranchers. The result: to have
a new house, even an instant slum,
you can't live on your own land.
Wilson's supporters are mostly
mixed bloods, living in the town and
dependent on him for whatever
marginal jobs there are (there is 70
percent unemployment on the reservation). His power, says Cohoes,
is based on a combination of economic control, intimidation (there
were, he says, almost daily incidents of harrassment by the goon
squad on the reservation which declined when either federal marshalls or Committee lawyers were
on the reservation), and the fact
that there are full-blooded Indians
living outside the town who don't
vote or recognize Wilson, because
they do not recognize the system of
elected government imposed on
them by the 1934 Indian ReorganizaThe Student _Bar Association
of
William Mitchell College of Law
2100 Summit Ave.
St. Paul, Minn. 55105
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One result of community corrections will be a gradual decentralization of the Department of Corrections. And that's good, according to
Schoen. "We should get away from ·;;he state running everything," he says.
The fact that the changes he advocates would diminish the power of the
Department is one of the problems. Some of the strongest resistance to
community-based corrections, he says, comes not from the communities
but from corrections personnel who fear losing their jobs. This is unnecessary, he points out, since the act specifically provides that counties give
preference to state employees displaced by community corrections programs.
Schoen's own experience as executive director from 1969 to 1972 of
Olmsted County's prototype corr..munity-based correctional program,
PORT (Probation Offenders Rehahilitation Training), was influential in
shaping both his thinking and the Community Corrections Subsidy Act. That
program began privately with a group of Rochester judges and psychiatrists who shared the conviction that there were not sufficient correctional
alternatives available for offenders in their area.
They in turn convinced others - local sheriffs, county attorneys,
chiefs of police and leading citizens - and a non-profit corporation was
formed to offer alternatives to institutionalization for selected offenders
(Outside offenders were never brought into the treatment program. The
focus was and is exclusively on local crime problems.)
The resulting screening and diversion program has produced in
Dodge and Olmsted counties, according to Schoen, the lowest adult commitment rate in the state (except for those counties with small populations,
which commit no one). Because the program has diverted so many offend-

tion Act. They continue instead to
recognize only their own tribal
chiefs. Wounded Knee defendant
Russell Means ran against Wilson in
tribal elections held this month on
the platform that, if elected, he
would abolish the office and return
government to the traditional tribal
structure and work for the abolition
of BIA control. Because of the trial
in St. Paul, he was able to do little
in-person campaigning. In a record
turnout, Means lost by less than 200
votes. Means' supporters say the
outcome may have turned on some
Indians' fears, played upon by Wilson, that the tribe would be cut off
from BIA commodities if Means
were elected. Wilson vowed in his
victory speech to ban an AIM members who are not Og1ala Lakota
and their ''long-haired lawyers''
from the reservation.
Cohoes has acquired some valuable legal experience in the process.
He worked on the Wounded Knee
defendants' motion to go pro se (the
granting of the motion this month
by Judge Fred Nichol permitted
Means and Banks to make their own
opening statements without waiving
their right to counsel or their Fifth
Amendment rights for the duration
of the trial). He's indexing evidence
and will be indexing transcripts of
the government's case as the trial
progresses for purposes of crossexamina tion. But he's also doing
clerical work (the task of organizing the files of 600 defendants and
keeping track of the status of each
case was a massive project in South
Dakota last summer) and emptying
waste baskets. He makes a point of
taking a shot at the elitism of law
students who feel above such work.
In fact, one of the things that has
impressed him most about the
Committee is its egalitarianism.
It's hard to stay in awe, he says, of
some of the big guns in the iegai
profession when you're all sleeping
on mattresses in the same room.

Even Kunstler, involved in othe1.
trials and rarely in South Dakota
last summer, is more egalitarian
than Cohoes had expected, and is a
true humanitarian committed to the
Wounded Knee defense.
But perhaps the most enduring
effect of these last few months on
Cohoes is his deep respect for the
Indian people and their culture and
his abiding sense of outrage at what
he sees as the systematic destruction of their way of life.
The trial, he hopes, will become a
forum for making the American
people aware of these values. Above
all it should not be seen as just another criminal trial. The defense
hopes to raise such issues as the validity of the 1868 Ft. Larmie Treaty,
a peace settlement guaranteeing
the sovereignty and independence of
the Indian people, the alleged systematic violation of that treaty, the
abuse of the Indian people, the abysmal conditions on the reservation,
and the invalidity of the 1934 Indian
Reorganization Act. The defense
will submit evidence that the
Wounded Knee occupation was not a
criminal act but a last resort attempt to redress grievances after
all other administrative and legal
remedies had failed. ·
AIM leaders realize there's no
going back to the 19th century. Even
if they should succeed in gaining for
the reservation the autonomy to
which they feel it is entitled under
the 1868 treaty; even if the BIA
administration and the tribal governmental structure imposed by the
1934 act are abolished and the traditional tribal structure restored,
non-traditional economic activities
will be needed to bring the reservation above the marginal level it now
is at. But there are possibilities
Federal money under local control
could be used for new economic activities, such as cattle raising and
ranching adapted to the traditional
communal structure.
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ers from state correctional services, its supporters convinced the Legislature that it should qualify for state funds. At present, it is 65% funded by the
state, but control remains local.
PORT provides in the community context a highly structured residential program for offenders who would otherwise be institutionalized. It
offers retraining in educational, vocational and social skills to offenders
with good prospects for control in a residential setting. A candidate rated
e.ven a 50-50 risk will most often be institutionalized. T.he program .has involved and excited local volunteers, including college students who live in
the residences and help to provide a stable peer group as a model. The program is locally controlled and emphasizes using existing community resources, such as local schools and employers.
The key to the success of PORT and to community-based corrections
generally, Schoen feels, is building a constituency. Other fields, such as
mental health or mental retardation, have made progress because they
have constituencies, i.e , influential people have friends and relatives with
·these problems and will work for changes. It's more difficult, but no less
worthwhile, Schoen says, to develop similar constituencies supporting
change in corrections. The PORT experience demonstrates that building a
constituency is best done at the local level, not by the state or the Department of Corrections. Local support and control provide a sense of proprietorship essential to the involvement and commitment community corrections requires.
The changeover to community-based corrections, he realizes, is not
going to be massive or overnight. The process will be slow. People will
have to be convinced at the local level that corrections will work locally
and that the community will not be endangered thereby. But environment
for correctional change in Minnesota is good, Schoen feels. "Minnesota has
a lot of resources and the ability to do a great job." With a 16-year career in
Minnesota corrections, he's in a good position to make that appraisal.

